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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Light emitting solid-state materials have found application in a wide range of
technologies, from lamps to televisions to "glow in the dark" toys. These phosphors function
by converting energy into light.In a standard cathode ray tube (CRT), for example, the
screen is coated with rows of phosphors. When excited by an electron gun, the phosphors
emit light of selected colors to produce an image. In a fluorescent lamp, UV light from a Hg
discharge is used to excite a phosphor coating on the inside of a glass tube, producing white
light.Most solid-state phosphors of the type used in lamps and displays are inorganic
materials doped with low percentages (1- 10%) of luminescent ions, like Me, Eu2+, Eu3+,
Tb' or Cep. In many cases, the properties of the dopant ionare strongly influenced by the
host material. From a fundamental standpoint, an understanding of the relationship between
the crystal structure (and electronic structure) of the host and the resulting spectral
properties of the dopant ion is desired. That is, how will the host affect the efficiency of the
phosphor and the color of the resulting light? Luminescent materials have been extensively
investigated for more than fifty years, and much is now known about the physics of the
emission process (see, for example, references 1-3, and references cited therein). Despite
this extensive knowledge base, fundamental questions remain. In particular, much of the
work presented in this dissertation focusses on developing an understanding of the
characteristics of Eu2+ emission from various borate hosts.2
The Eu2' ion is unique among the rare earth ions in that it can showan unusually wide
range of emission wavelengths, from the UV to the red, depending upon the host into which
it is doped. As a result, Eu2+ phosphors are used in a variety of applications. SrB407:Eu2+
is used in suntanning lamps to produce near UV light.BaMgAl10017:Eu2+ is used in
fluorescent lamps, and it is also the blue component of plasma displays. SrGa2S4:Eu2+ has
been proposed for use as the green component in field emission and electroluminescent
displays. In fluorides and phosphates, Eu2+ emission is typically in the UV or violet (4, 5).
In sulfides a range of emission colors from blue to red has been observed (6, 7). In most
oxides, and particularly in borates, Eu2+ emission is usually violet or blue (8, 9). The recent
discovery of green and red emitting borates, however, has generated renewed interested in
examining the fundamental relationships between the host and Eu2+ emission properties (10,
11).
In addition, interest in Eu2+ phosphors for use in displays has grown. Because the
emission decay lifetime is relatively short (- 1 ps), it is a good dopant ion for display
phosphors. As mentioned above, BaMgAl10170 :Eu2+ (BAM) is used as the blue phosphor
in modern plasma displays. As a starting point, it is useful to discuss the operation of these
displays, and to consider the desirable properties of a phosphor for a given application.
Shown in Figure 1.1 is a simplified schematic of a typical CRT, like those found in
televisions. Three electron guns are used to excite each of the three types of phosphors
red, green, and blue- that are coated on the screen. To avoid charging, the gun side of the
screen is coated with a thin film of aluminum as a means of draining the electrons to ground.
The phosphors in a CRT must exhibit efficient emission under excitation by high energy
electrons, and must also have good chromaticity in the red, green, or blue, and relatively fastelectron gun
Al
tense
phosphor layer
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Figure 1.1. Simplified schematic diagram of a cathoderay tube (CRT). Three electron guns
are used to individually excite the red, green and blue phosphors on the television screen to
produce a color image.4
emission lifetimes. This last requirement isrelated to the fact that if the emission decayis
slow, the image of fast moving objectson the screen will appear blurred. Work on CRT
phosphors began nearly fiftyyears ago, and led to the development of the phosphors listed
in Table 1.1. Each phosphor is given alongwith its peak emission wavelength, the emission
color, its color coordinate, and the efficiency ofthe phosphor under cathoderay excitation.
While the energy efficienciesmay appear to be rather low, recall that the incident energies
are much higher (10 - 30 KeV) than the energies of the photonsproduced. In fact ZnS:Ag,
at 21%, is the most efficient material available for CRTs.Most modern research on CRT
phosphors is directed toward improving the synthesisand efficiency of these materials, rather
than toward the discovery ofnew materials.
Table 1.1
Phosphors Used in Color Picture Tubes *
Emission Emission Energy
Phosphor Color Wavelength x y Efficiency
Y202S : Eu3+ red 626 nm 0.6400.352 13%
ZnS : Cu, Al green 530 nm 0.2820.620 17%
ZnS : Ag blue 450 nm 0.146 0.061 21%
* data taken from ref. (12)
The concept of color coordinates (x andy in Table 1.1) arises from a system that was
developed in the 1930s to standardize the colorquality of a phosphor. The numerical
consideration of color dependson the response of the human eye to various wavelengths of
light. A color coordinate is calculated basedon the overlap of the eye's response functions
with the actual wavelengths being produced bya given source.In this way, the color
perception of the average observercan be used as a basis for developing theproper colors400 450 500 550 600 Wavelength (n m)
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Figure 1.2. (a) Color-matching (or tri-stimulus) functions. (b)x, y chromaticity diagram
and the coordinates of the standard red (R),green (G) and blue (B) color television
phosphors.6
in lamps and displays. In a full-color display, for example, each pixel isa combination of red,
green, and blue emitting phosphors. The intensity of each phosphor is varied from pixel to
pixel to produce a color image.
The color coordinate is essentially a measure of how "red", "green",or "blue" a phosphor
(or combination of phosphors) appears to a human observer. Thex and y values are derived
from a convolution of several functions. One set of functionsare the color-matching (or tri-
stimulus) functions. These are shown in Figure 1.2(a). The threecurves represent the
amount of red c), green 0 and blue Cz) needed for the average observer to perceivea given
wavelength of light in the visible region of the spectrum (380- 780 nm). The other function
is given by the spectral output of the emitting sample. When the spectraloutput of the
phosphor is convoluted with each of the color matching functions,so called tristimulus
values (X, Y and Z) are obtained. They are:
X = f SO)i(A.)0.
Y = f S(X)3T0.)6.
Z = f S(A)(X)ciA,
(1)
where S(A.) is the spectral output of the phosphor. Onecan then calculate the color
coordinates of a phosphor by normalizing each of the tristimulus values, i.e.,x = X / (X + Y
+ Z). Since the color coordinates are normalized, one of the valuescan be obtained from the
other two, so that typically the z coordinate is not reported. Acommon format for reporting
color coordinates is the chromaticity diagram, shown in Figure 1.2(b). Included inthe figureLight Source
TFT's
Liquid Crystals
Color Filters
..
Polarizer Polarizer
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Figure 1.3.Schematic diagram of an Active Matrix Liquid Crystal Display (AMLCD).
Light passes through a polarizer and then through a liquid crystal matrix. If one of the thin
film transistors (TFTs) is "on", then the liquid crystal at that pixel (i.e. the top pixel in the
diagram) will rotate the incoming light and turn that pixel off.8
are the points from the standard phosphors of Table 1, along with the color coordinates of
monochromatic radiation of different wavelengths. Because the chromaticity calculation
involves the integrals of equation (1), peak broadnessas well as peak maximum will affect
the value of the color coordinates. Thus, both factors must be considered whendeveloping
a good red, green or blue display phosphor. A detailed discussion of color measurementcan
be found in ref. (13). A computer program written by the author that is usedto calculated
chromaticities is provided in Appendix 2.
The high acceleration voltages in a CRT require that the electronguns be spaced at a
reasonably large distance from the screen (30- 50 cm). Over the last 15 years, there has
been increased interest in developing flat-panel displays with device thicknesses of10 cm or
fewer. These displays are also light weight. Applications for such devices includemilitary
heads-up displays, notebook computer screens, and televisionscreens on commercial aircraft,
as well as home use, and other applications in low-resolution modes. Presently, the most
common flat panel display is the active matrix liquid crystal display (AMLCD). A schematic
for this type of display is shown in Figure 1.3. Light froma continually emitting source is
polarized and passed through a liquid crystal medium. Each pixelon the screen contains a
thin film transistor (TFT) on one side of the liquid crystal, anda color filter on the other. If
the TFT is turned on, it causes the liquid crystal to orient, resulting ina rotation of the
incoming polarized light. Thus, when the TFT ison, the light at that pixel is "off." If no
voltage is present at the TFT, the pixel is "on," and light willpass through with the color of
the filter. The drawbacks of such a deviceare clear. First, because the back light is always
on, the overall power consumption is high. In addition, the viewing angle for these displaysScreen
9
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Figure 1.4. Principle of operation of a Field Emission Display. A voltage applied at the gate
causes electrons to be emitted from the tip. These electrons are focussed onto the phosphor
to produce light.10
is low when compared to an emissive device. Also, the cost of production is relatively high
because of the need to fabricate a large array of TFTs (14).
More recent work on flat panel displays has focussed on emissive devices, that is, displays
that take advantage of light emission from phosphors. The three most promising displays of
this type are the electroluminescent (EL) display, the plasma display, and the field emission
display (FED). Of particular relevance to the work discussed here is the FED. This device
contains an array of microtips that emits electrons toward a pixel phosphor whena voltage
is applied (Figure 1.4). The microtips are fabricated from C (diamond), Si,or W, depending
on the device. The applied voltages in this case are much lower than those found in a CRT,
typically 500 - 5000V. This allows for a much smaller device thickness, but also requires
that high currents be used to produce an acceptable brightness. The low acceleration voltage
also means that an Al film cannot be used, because the electrons will not be able to penetrate
it and excite the phosphors. Thus, any phosphor in this device must satisfy severalnew
criteria (15): it must be efficient under high current excitation, it must be durable under these
high current conditions, and it should be either conducting, or exhibit high electron mobility,
to avoid charging up of the phosphor layer.
Thus far, the requirement for efficiency under high currentsappears to be met with a
material having a short radiative lifetime, as a fast emitter can then be excited by several
electrons during a single pulse. Consider, for example, a 10 pts pulse from the FED cathode.
If the lifetime of the activator in the phosphor is much longer than this, onlyone photon per
activator will be emitted during the electron pulse. If the activator lifetime is short,say < 1
pis, then in principle 10 photons could be emitted by each activator during a single FED
pulse. Thus, phosphors doped with Eu2' are of particular interest for FEDs, because Eu211
rr*
l__i
A r
(a)
Wavelength
(b)
Figure 1.5. Configurational coordinate diagram (a), and associated spectra (b). Absorption
of energy causes the transition from the ground state, g, to the excited state, e (dashed line),
resulting in the excitation curve in (b).After a structural rearrangement, given by Or, a
photon of longer wavelength is emitted, given by the solid curve in (b).12
has an emission decay lifetime on the order of 1 us, emitsover a wide spectral range, and can
be doped into a variety of hosts. The main purpose of this work, however, isnot necessarily
to discover a new FED phosphor, but rather to understand the spectroscopic properties of
Eu2+ in the context of the structure of the host.
To begin, we must develop a general understanding of the emissionprocess. The
spectroscopy of any ion is best described by using a configurational coordinate diagram
(Figure 1.5(a)). The corresponding excitation and emissionspectra are shown in 1.5(b). In
the figure, the ground electronic state, labeled g, is represented bya harmonic potential with
an average internuclear separation, r, between the luminescent center and its immediate
coordination environment. When the system is excited to level e* it is expectedto undergo
some kind of structural rearrangement that will lead to a new internuclear separation, r*. In
spectroscopic terms, the absorption of light represented by the dottedarrow from g to e* in
1.4 (a), will produce the corresponding excitation peak shown in 1.4 (b) (the dottedcurve).
Emission, given by the e* to g arrow, will give the solidcurve in 1.4 (b). Because of the
change in r, the emitted light will be of lower energy (longer wavelength) than thatof the
absorbed light. The energy difference between absorption and emission is knownas the
Stokes shift, and is a measure of the degree of coupling of the excitedstate with the
vibrations of the surrounding ligands. For ff transitions, like those seen in Eu3+, the
contracted f orbitals do not interact strongly with the lattice,so the value of or = r* - r, is
small. In an ion with a df transition, like Eu2+, the coupling will be stronger. In fact,
Figure 1.4 can be viewed as a configurational coordinate diagram for Eu2+,where the ground
level, g, is the 8S712 term of the 4f configuration, and the excitedstate, e*, has a 4f 5d1
configuration.13
Eu2+ is an interesting ion because the Stokes shift of emission isstrongly host dependent.
For example, in BaBe2(B03)2 the Stokes shift is 1700 cm' (16), while in Ba2LiB5010,the
Stokes shift is around 11000 cm-1(10). The difference in the Stokes shifts isone important
factor leading to a difference in the wavelength of emission (367nm in BaBe2(B03)2, 612 nm
in Ba2LiB5010). Another important factor is the energetic position of the 5d level of Eu2+.
If the 5d level is lower in energy, then the emission wavelength will be longer.Therefore,
a knowledge of the relationship between the crystal structure, the Stokes shift, and the
energy of the 5d level, is essential to being able to predict Eu2+ emission properties.
Some models have already been developed to describe the behavior of Eu2+. These will
be discussed in detail in the next chapter. A common feature of these models isan emphasis
on the nature of the dopant site for determining the spectroscopic properties of the dopant
ion. While they have been applied to many materials, it has not been demonstrated thatany
one model can be applied as a general rule. The major purpose of this work is to sort
through these various arguments via an extensive investigation of Eu2+ emission inborates.
Results of this study are presented in Chapter 2, as wellas a new perspective on structure-
property relationships in Eu2+ doped phosphors. Chapter 3 contains the results ofa Eu2+
doping study on some weak field borates of the type MM'B9015 (M= Ba, Sr; M' = Na, Li).
Finally, the crystal structure of Sr3(B03)2 is presented in Chapter4. Appendix 1 contains
results on Pb2+-doped borates of the type MxMly(B03)2 (M= Ba, Sr; M' = Mg, Ca) as well
as a study of Eu2+ and Ce3+-doped sulfides.14
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ABSRACT
Luminescence properties of the Eu2+-doped hosts Ba2Mg(B03)2, Ba2Ca(B03)2, and
Sr2Mg(B03)2 have been investigated. These materials exhibit emission in the red,green, and
yellow respectively. In addition, the structures and luminescent properties of another series
of Eu2+-doped borates have been examined. From this study,a simple structural relationship
is established that distinguishes violet and blue emitting compounds from those that emitat
longer wavelengths (> 500 nm). Emphasis is placedon the coordination environments of the
0 atoms in the host. Borates containing 0 atoms highly coordinated by heavy alkaline-earth
metal atoms produce longer wavelength Eu2+ emission.17
INTRODUCTION
The luminescence of the Eu2+ ion in various inorganic hosts has been thoroughly
investigated for the last several decades (1-9). This lanthanide ion is particularlyunique
because its luminescence is strongly host dependent with emission wavelengths extending
from the UV to the red portions of the spectrum. Blue-emitting Eu2+ phosphorsare used in
lamp and display applications, and many Eu2+- doped materialsare being examined for use
in new flat-panel display technologies. Despite extensive researchon the characteristics of
Eu2+ luminescence, fundamental questions remain regarding therelationships between the
electronic and crystal structures of the host and the resulting Eu2+ spectral features,i.e., the
Stokes shift of the emission and the energetic position of the 4f5d1 excitation band.
We have undertaken a detailed investigation of a series of Ba and Sr borates that exhibit
a wide range of Eu2+ excitation and emission behavior.In most Eu2+ doped oxides,
excitation takes place in the UV, with emission in the UV, violet,or blue.Recently,
however, red luminescence of Eu2+ has been observed from the hosts Ba2LiB5O10 (1)and
Ba2Mg(B03)2 (2).In addition, we describe here green and yellow emission in the hosts
Ba2Ca(B03)2 and Sr2Mg(B03)2, respectively. These results have promptedus to pursue a
more thorough examination of the factors that influence the Eu2+ luminescence properties in
borates.
Some amount of work has already been done in thisarea. In the 1960s, the magnitude
of the Stokes shift was correlated to the size of the dopant site. Blasse (3)divided the typical
dopant ions into two types: those that favora negative value of Ar in the excited state, and
those that favor a positive An The magnitude of the Stokes shiftwas then expected to18
depend on the size of the site, and the tendency of an ion to favor expansion or contraction
of the excited state. Blasse also pointed out that smaller values of or should be expected
when the host contains more small, highly charged cations. This correlation is somewhat
intuitive, since such a structure is expected to be more rigid than one that contains, for
example, a significant amount of large Ba atoms. Thus it is well known that more rigid host
structuresexhibitmoreefficientEu2+emission(fewernon-radiativelosses).
BaBe2Si207:Eu2+, for example, has a quantum efficiency of 65% (4), while the Ba rich
material Ba3Si05:Eu2+ has a quantum efficiency of only 5% (5).
These ideas are still considered relevant today, but have been augmented by another
consideration, that of the symmetry of the dopant site. A familiar example is that of
Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO), a scintillator material. Upon excitation, the BP+ emission is Stokes shifted
by some 17000 cm'.The large Stokes shift has been associated with the unusual
coordination environment around the Bi atom; it is a distorted octahedral site with three
short Bi - 0 distances of 2.16 A and three long distances of 2.60 A (6). It is proposed that
the result of this high distortion is a large value of or, and therefore a large Stokes shift. This
argument has also been made to explain the large Stokes shift of Eu2+ in Ba2LiB5O10 (-
11000 cm-1). In this material the Ba site is eight fold with Ba - 0 distances ranging from 2.64
to 3.02 A (7). Essentially, these models consider only the ligand environment immediately
surrounding the Eu2+ ions in the structure.In what follows, we will examine how the
surroundings of the 0 atoms in borate hosts are expected to influence the Eu2+ Stokes shift.
The Stokes shift, however, is only one factor that determines the resulting Eu2+ emission
wavelength. The energetic position of the excited state is equally important. In the host
Sr13407, the 4e5d1 excitation of Eu2+ occurs at 310 nm, leading to emission at 367 nm (8).19
In the host Sr3(B03)2, the excitation wavelength is shifted to about 430nm and the emission
occurs at 585 nm (9). This phenomenon has been attributed alternately to the crystal field
(9), the nephelauxetic, or covalency effect (18), and,more recently, to a preferred orientation
of Eu d orbitals and their interactions with neighboring cations (11).We present here an
analysis of the luminescence properties of the Ee-doped hosts Ba2Mg(B03)2,Ba2Ca(B03)2,
and Sr2Mg(B03)2, as well as several other simple borates. These materialsare structurally
similar, and they provide an opportunity to examine the factors that influence the energetic
position of the lowest excited state of Eu2+, as wellas the Stokes shift of the Eu2+ emission.
Emphasis is placed on the environment of the 0 atoms in these hosts. From this study,a new
perspective is developed on structure-property relationships in these luminescentmaterials.
EXPERIMENTAL
Powder samples of Ba1.99Eu001Mg(B03)2 and Ba1.99Eu0.01Ca(B03)2were prepared from
stoichiometric quantities of BaCO3 (Cerac, 99.9%), CaCO3 ( Aesar 99.999%),MgO (Aldrich,
99.95%), Eu203 (Aesar 99.998%), and B203 (Aesar 99.98%). The mixtureswere ground
under hexane and then heated in a Pt crucible ina 4% H2/ 96% Ar atmosphere at 1273 K for
18 hours. S11995Eu0.005Mg(B03)2 was prepared by first preparing Sr0.99Eu0.01B407(SrCO3
(Aesar, 99.99%)), and then regrinding that material withan appropriate amount of SrCO3
and MgO. Samples for the solid solutions Sr2_xBa. ,,Mg(B03)2 andBa2Mg1,Ca.(B03)2 were
prepared with the same reagents and a heating period of 18 hours.
Room temperature excitation and emission spectrawere obtained on a computer
controlledright angle spectrometer. The spectrometer setup is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Experimental setup used for spectroscopicmeasurements. Details are described
in the text.21
wavelength selected using a Cary model 15 prism monochromator. The sample emissionis
passed through a series of lenses and then intoan Oriel 22500 1/8 m monochromator, and
finally detected with a Hamamatsu R636 photomultiplier tube. Currentfrom the PMT is
measured on a Keithley 486 picoammeter and sent toa computer for data storage. Emission
spectra are corrected for PMT response and monochromator throughput by usinga
calibrated tungsten lamp from Eppley Laboratory, Inc. Excitationspectra are corrected for
lamp output and monochromator throughput using either sodium salicylateor rhodamine B.
Sodium salicylate is used to correct spectra between 240 and 340nm, while rhodamine B is
used to correct spectra between 340 and 500nm.
Variable temperature spectra were obtained by usinga Cryo Industries He-flow cryostat
equipped with a Conductus temperature controller. Lifetime datawere acquired by using
a Q-switched, Quanta-Ray Nd:YAG laser equipped with a frequency mixing crystal to
provide excitation at 355 nm; the pulse width (FWHM) of the excitationsource was
measured as 10 ns. The sample emission signalwas detected with a PMT connected to a 500
MHz Tektronix digital oscilliscope (Model TDS350) thatwas interfaced to a PC for data
collection.256 emission decay curves were averaged and savedto disk for analysis.
Emission lifetimes were determined from natrual log plots of the decaycurves. Reported
values were taken from the slopes of the best straight-line fitsto each plot. All curves were
found to be single exponential (e> 0.996).22
RESULTS
Eu2+ Luminescence in Ba2Mg(B0 )2, Ba2Ca(B03)2, and Sr AV(B())2
Ba2Ca(B03)2 and Sr2Mg(B03)2 are isotypic (monoclinic, C2/m) (12, 13), and
Ba2Mg(B03)2 is hexagonal, R73m (2). Each of these materials containsa single dopant site,
Ba or Sr, coordinated by nine 0 atoms. In Ba2Ca(B03)2 and Sr2Mg(B03)2, the dopant site
contains a single mirror plane, and has symmetry C. (Figure 2.7 (a)). In Ba2Mg(B03)2 the
Ba site has an unusual coordination environment in which three 0 atoms lie ina plane below
the Ba atom, and six 0 atoms lie above the Ba atom. The sitesymmetry is C3, (Figure 2.6
(a)). Excitation and emission spectra for doped samples of Ba2Mg(B03)2, Ba2Ca(B03)2, and
Sr2Mg(B03)2 measured at 4.2 K are depicted in Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively. The
spectra in Figure 2.2 are similar to the room temperature spectra reported for
Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ (2). The emission spectrum is characterized bya broad peak with a
maximum at about 617 nm. The other two materials exhibit similar emissionspectra, with
maxima occuring at 530 nm for Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+, and at 605nm for Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+.
The emission maximum at4.2 K of each compound isred-shifted(9 nm in
Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, 9 nm in Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+, and 15nm in Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+) relative to
room temperature values.
The emission band of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+ appears to be somewhatmore asymmetric than
the emission bands from the other two compounds, particularlyon the long-wavelength side.
The unusual shape leads us to conclude thatsome Eu2+ is also present on the Ca site in this
host. Further evidence of this is provided by examining the emission bandas a function of
temperature. Two such spectra, at 4.2 K and 300 K, are given in Figure 2.5. Eachcurve can
be fit by two gaussians, as shown in the figure. At 4.2 K, the emission bandconsists of a23
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Figure 2.2. Excitation and emission spectra of Ba2Mg(B03)2 :Eu2+ at 4.2 K, = 355 nm,
Xein = 620 nm.200
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Figure 2.3.Excitation and emission spectra of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+ at 4.2 K, Xe. = 355 nm,
X. = 530 nm.25
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Figure 2.4. Excitation and emission spectra of Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ at 4.2 K, )t.ec = 355 nm,
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Figure 2.5. Emission spectra of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu' at (a) 4.2 K and (b) 300 K; Aexc = 420 nm.
The thin lines are best-fit gaussians.27
curve centered at 18850 cm', and a broader curve at 17632 cm'. At 300 K, the lower
energy curve has quenched much more relative to the high energy one, leading to a change
in the emission peak shape. The excitation spectraare not significantly affected by the
change in temperature. While assignment of these peaks is difficult withoutmore detailed
study, we tentatively assign the high energy peak to emission from the Ba site, basedon two
arguments: Eu2+ emission in Ca sites generally occurs at longer wavelengths than in Ba sites,
and Eu2+ generally exhibits lower quenching temperatures in Ca sites than in Ba sites (3).
The excitation spectra of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+ and Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+are quite similar, but
very different from that of Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+. This is to be expected since the former
compounds are isotypic, but structurally distinct from Ba2Mg(B03)2. Excitationspectra of
Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+ and Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ exhibit three maxima (possibly fourin
Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+), with one excitation peak in each material occuringat a wavelength that
is relatively long for Eu2+ ('- 425 nm in Ba2Ca(B03)2 and450 nm in Sr2Mg(B03)2). A
similar excitation spectrum has been reported for Sr3(B03)2:Eu2+ (9). Two excitation peaks
appear for Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, one at 330 nm and one at around 240 nm, though data at
wavelengths shorter than 240 nm could not be collectedon our system. From symmetry
considerations, the C3 Ba site in Ba2Mg(B03)2 affords a splitting of the Eu2+ 5d orbitals into
2e + al. The results of extended Hiickel modeling calculationson this site are given in Figure
2.6. From these calculations, one e level is found tooccur at a higher energy than the
remaining nearly degenerate e and al levels. From the excitationspectrum the splitting
between the e and e, al levels is approximately 11,000 cm-1. The absence ofa large splitting
between the lower e and al levels indicates the Eu2+ ion occupiesa position in the polyhedronEe
0 0 al
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Figure 2.6. (a) Ba coordination (site symmetry C3,,) and (b) calculated crystal field splittings
for the d levels of a dopant ion in the Ba site of Ba2Mg(B03)2. The vertical line atzero in the
figure represents the equillibrium Ba position in the undoped structure (as shown in (a)). A
positive value of z represents an upward displacement of the dopant ion along the C3 axis,
while a negative value is a downward displacement.-
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Figure 2.7. (a) Ba coordination (site symmetry CO and (b) calculated crystal field splittings
for the d levels of a dopant ion in the Ba site of Ba2Ca(B03)2.30
similar to that of the Ba ion. Small shifts of the Eu2+ ion along the C3 symmetry axis (labeled
"z" in the figure), leads to significant splitting of the e and al levels.Splitting is also
observed for shifts orthogonal to the C3 axis.
Similar calculations on the site geometry found in Ba2Ca(B03)2 also yield results
consistent with the excitation spectra. The C$ symmetry leads to accidentally degenerate a'
and a" levels at highest energy, nearly degenerate a' and a" levels below those, and an a"
level at lowest energy (Figure 2.7). From the excitation spectrum of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+, the
two a', a" levels are split by 6100 cm-1, and the lower a', a" and a" levels are split by 4500
cm'. Again, small shifts in the position of the dopant ion lead to greater splitting of the d
levels.If the polyhedron is compressed to reflect the smaller Sr site in Sr2Mg(B03)2, the
middle a' and a" levels begin to split.This is seen in the excitation spectrum of
Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, at about 420 tun. Based on these
results, we believe that no significant rearrangement of Etu2+ is occurring in the ground state
in these materials. The differences in energy between the lowest energy excitation peak and
the emission maximum, the Eu2+ Stokes shifts, are 14000 cm-1 for Ba2Mg(B03)2, 5600 cm'
for Sr2Mg(B03)2, and 4300 cm' for Ba2Ca(B03)2. The Stokes shift for Eu2+ luminescence
in Ba2Mg(B03)2 is among the largest ever reported for this ion.
Spectroscopic data for each material are summarized in Table 2.1. Thermal quenching
curves are drawn in Figure 2.8. Here, T50 is the temperature where the emission intensity is
50% of its value at 4.2 K. The Tso for Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ is around 300 K, a high value for
a material having a Stokes shift > 10,000 cm-1. This could be attributed to the high excitation
energy of Eu2+ in this host, which is expected to increase the quenching temperature (14).
Given the large Stokes shift observed in this material, however, we might still expect the0 1
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Figure 2.8. Normalized Eu2+ emission intensity as a function of temperature in the X2Z(B03),
borates. The dashed horizontal line corresponds to a relative intensity of 50% of the value
at 4.2 K.14
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Figure 2.9. Eu2+ emission lifetime as a function of temperature in (a) Ba2Mg(B03)2, (b)
Ba2Ca(B03)2 and (c) Sr2Mg(B03)2.33
Table 2.1
Spectroscopic Data for Eu2+ in X2Z(B03)2 Borates
Compound
Excitation Peaks
(nm)
Emission
Max (nm)
T50
(K)
t @
4.2 K
t @
T30
t @
300K
Ba2Mg(B03)2 240, 330 617 300 13.1,s 5 gs 5gs
Sr2Mg(B03)2315, 375, 420, 450 605 2502.2 gs1.2 ps632 ns
Ba2Ca(B03)2 295, 360, 430 530 200942 ns537 ns175 ns
other two compounds to have higher quenching temperatures. It is also somewhat surprising
that Ba2Ca(B03)2:Ee quenches at a lower temperature than Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, as the latter
exhibits a larger Stokes shift and a lower lying excitation energy. We suspect in this case that
the data for Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+ are skewed by the presence of some Eu2+ ions on the Ca site
in that host. The more rapid quenching of the emission from those sites is lowering the
observed quenching temperature.The thermal quenching data are consistent with the
lifetime data shown in Table 1 and in Figure 2.9; the lifetime at T50 is approximately one-half
the lifetime at 4.2 K for each compound. At 4.2 K the decay lifetime of Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+
is 13 p.s, a rather long value for Eu2+, which leads to a room temperature lifetime of 5gs.
The low energy emission in this material should lead to a longer lifetime, since the transition
probability decreases with the third power of the emission energy, but the observed lifetime
is too long to be caused by this effect alone. The decay time is still reasonable, though, as
a 5gs lifetime has also been reported forBaFC1:Eu2+ (28).In addition, this result was
reproduced in several different samples, and in samples with different Eu2+ concentrations.
Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ and Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+ have decay times that are more typical of Eu2+.
The emission lifetime of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+ reported here is for emission from both the Ba10000 15000 20000 25000
Energy(cm-1)
30000 35000
10000 15000 20000 25000
Energy(cm-')
30000 35000
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Figure 2.10. Excitation and emission spectra of Ba2Mg(B03),.Eu' (above) and simulated
spectra from the Struck-Fonger method (below). Details of the calculation are provided in
the text.35
and Ca sites. Because the observed decay curves appear to be single exponential, we expect
that the decay lifetimes from the two sites are not markedly different.
The high thermal quenching temperature of Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ may be modeled by using
the quantum mechanical single configurational coordinate (QMSCC) method of Struckand
Fonger. In this model, the shape and breadth of theoretical emission and absorption curves
depends on the vibrational spacing, lico, of the ground and excited states, the Franck-Condon
overlap integrals between the different vibrational levels, the Stokes shift (or parabola offset),
and the zero phonon energy (15, 16). Bleijenberg and Blasse have shown that model systems
calculated from QMSCC yield higher quenching temperatures when the offset is small or the
zero phonon energy is high (14). It is also evident thatground and excited states having the
same vibrational spacing will lead to absorption andemission curves that have the same peak
width. Deviations from this symmetry are only observed when one of the vibrational wells
is asymmetric, or when the vibrational spacing is different for the two levels (17). Fitting the
emission curves of Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ and Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ under the constraint that the
ground and excited state levels have the same vibrational spacing results in a calculated
crossover energy that is higher forSr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ than for Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, contrary
to the observed data. In fact, the calculated crossover energies trend consistently with the
data only if the excited state of Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ has a higher vibrational spacing (larger
force constant) than the ground state.This narrows the well in the excited state, and
increases the energy of the crossover above that expected for Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+.
The difference in force constants should also produce an asymmetry in the peak shapes
for excitation and emission.In Figure 2.10 the excitation and emission spectra of
Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ are presented on an energy scale, along with spectra generated from the36
QMSCC model. The emission peak has a width (FWHM) of about 2550 cm-1, while the
excitation peak has a width of 6550 cm'. The simulated spectrum was calculated for tica
= 300 cm-lin the ground state, and 11(A) = 384 cm'' in the excited state, with an offset, auv =
4.75. For simplicity, the calculation was done at T = 0 K. These values are similar to those
used in previous calculations on Eu2+ luminescence (18, 19). The simulated spectra are not
a fit to the measured luminescence data of Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, rather they are intended only
to show that the proposed model is consistent with the observed data. In Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+,
the large Stokes shift observed for this material suggests a significant rearrangement of the
ligands in the excited state. This may lead to an excited state configuration that has a larger
vibrational energy than the ground state geometry. Conversely, in Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, the
Stokes shift is relatively small, suggesting the possibility that the ground and excited states
have the same vibrational energy. While it is difficult to perform a half-width analysis on the
spectra of Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ because of overlapping peaks in the excitation spectrum, it does
appear that the emission and excitation peaks in that case have about the same width. Thus,
even though Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+ has a smaller Stokes shift than Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, the
quenching temperatures are about the same. Further study is required to see if such an
argument can be applied generally to Eu2+ luminescence.
Solid Solutions Sr Fla Ng(B03 )2and Ba2Mg,,Cax(B03 )2
The structures of the borate hosts involved in this study have been solved previously (2,
12, 13). Ba2Ca(B03)2 and Sr2Mg(B03)2 crystallize in the monoclinic space group C2/m,
while Ba2Mg(B03)2 is hexagonal, with space group 113m. Crystallographic data for these
compounds are given in Table 2.2. Despite the apparent differences between the hexagonal(a) (b)
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Figure 2.11. (a) Hexagonal unit cell of Ba2Mg(B03)2 cell and (b) the pseudo-hexagonal cell
of Ba2Ca(B03)2.1.66
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Figure 2.12. V/Z vs. composition for the series Sr2_BaMg(B03)2 and Ba2Mg1.),Cay(B03)2.39
Table 2.2
Crystallographic Data for the Borates X2Z(BO 3)2
CompoundSpace Groupa (A) b (A) c (A) P
Ba2Mg(B03)2a R3 /m 5.343 5.343 16.52 - --
Ba2Ca(B03)2 b C2/m 9.354 5.432 6.635 119.38
Sr2Mg(B03)2 C2/m 9.035 5.146 6.099 118.59
a = ref. 2, b = ref. 12, c = ref. 13
and monoclinic phases, a definite structural relationship exists between these materials. In
fact, the monoclinic cell can be transformed to a pseudo-hexagonal setting with the matrix
0 10
Y2-'/20
1/21/23
Here, the b axis of the monoclinic cell becomes the a axis of the new hexagonal cell. The
pseudo-hexagonal cell of Ba2Ca(B03)2 has a = 5.432 A, b = 5.530 A, c = 18.24 A, a =
108.7°, p = 81.24°, and y = 119.4°. A similar, though smaller, cell can be drawn for
Sr2Mg(B03)2. This transformation is best understood by considering Figure 2.11, where the
Ba2Mg(B03)2 and Ba2Ca(B03)2 structures are drawn adjacent to one another. When viewed
in this way, it can be seen that the hexagonal and monoclinic structures are related bya
rotation of the small cation-centered (Mg or Ca) octahedra, accompanied by a tilting of the
B03 groups. This rotation removes one of the three 0 atoms in the 6 + 3 coordination
sphere of Ba in Ba2Mg(B03)2, and brings another 0 atom into the coordination sphere with
a long bond (3.02 A) to form the Ba-centered polyhedron in Ba2Ca(B03)2.
Unit cell volumes for the series Sr2.Ba Mg(B03)2 (0x2) and Ba2Mg11,Cay(B03)2 (0
y <1) are presented in Figure 2.12.Extensive solubility of Ba in the series(a) (b)
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Figure 2.13.Oxygen atom coordination environments in (a) Ba2Mg(B03)2 and (b)
Ba2Ca(B03)2. Central atom = 0; large filled circles = Bo; small filled circles= B, small open
circles = Ca or Mg. The angle indicated is the axial Ba-O-Ba angle.41
Sr2_BaMg(B03)2 is observed with a solubility limit at xmax1.6. At slightly larger values
of x a two-phase region is observed, representing the maximum solubility of Ba in monoclinic
Sr2Mg(B03)2 and Sr in trigonal Ba2Mg(B03)2; the maximum Sr solubility in Ba2Mg(B03)2
is represented by the formula BauSr0.2(B03)2. In the series Ba2Mgi_yCay(B03)2 the maximum
Ca solubility in Ba2Mg(B03)2 occurs at y0.3, while the maximum Mg solubility in
Ba2Ca(B03)2 occurs at y0.5. A two-phase region comprised of varying proportions of the
limiting compositions exists between these two values of y.
By considering the ratios of the radii (20) for the cations occupying the 9 and 6-
coordinate sites in these compounds, we find that the trigonal phase exists within the range
of ratios 1.71 - 1.87 (37). For the monoclinic phases Sr2Mg(B03)2 and Ba2Ca(B03)2, the
corresponding ratios are 1.66 and 1.41, respectively. As seen in Figure 2.12, the existence
field for the trigonal structure is asymmetrically placed with respect to the highest radius
ratio of 1.87 at the composition Ba2Mg(B03)2. Substitution of a smaller cation on the Ba
site more readily affords the monoclinic structure in comparison to substitution ofa larger
cation on the Mg site.Occupation of the large and symmetrical 6 + 3 coordination
environment by a cation of sufficient size appears to be a precondition for existence of the
trigonal phase.
The hexagonal-monoclinic transition also changes the coordination environments of the
O atoms in these structures. Figure 2.13 shows an 0 atom from Ba2Mg(B03)2 as compared
to an 0 atom in Ba2Ca(B03) 2Each atom occupies a distorted trigonal bipyramid,
coordinated by three Ba atoms, one Ca or Mg, and one B atom, but the axial Ba-O-Ba angle
is 170° in Ba2Ca(B03)2, while it is only 156° in Ba2Mg(B03)2.Thus the 0 atom in42
Ba214g(B03)2 is in a relatively distorted environment. We will see that this structural feature
is a key element in determining Eu2+ emission and excitation properties.
DISCUSSION
The main purpose of the work presented in this chapter is to develop a more precise
connection between the structure of these borate hosts and the resulting Eu2+ luminescence
properties. To this end, the structures and Eu2+ spectral features of a series of borates have
been examined, and included along with the data from the three borates presented in the last
sections. We have separated these borates into two classes: those which give UV or blue
emission for Eu2+, and those which give long wavelength (> 500nm) emission for Eu2+.
These materials are listed in Tables 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. In the tables, the Eu2+ emission
wavelength is given, along with the Stokes shift.The data for Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2+ are
included with the understanding that some Eu2+ is present on the Ca site in this host. In
addition, average Ba-O or Sr-0 interatomic distances and their associated standard
deviations are reported. The interatomic distance is considered to represent the size of the
site, while the standard deviations are expected to correlate roughly with the asymmetry of
the site. In each material, only one Ba or Sr site is present. The other column in the tables,
labeled "% angular deviation", will be discussed shortly.
Several models have already been proposed to correlate Eu2+ excitation and emission
properties to the structure of the host. A widely accepted view is that a more asymmetric
site geometry will lead to larger Stokes shifts (1). It has been suggested that this is because
of an off-center displacement of the Eu2+ ion in the ground state. We noted above, however,
that the observed excitation spectra are consistent with the splitting expected fora normal43
Table 2.3
Borates with UV or Blue Emission for Eu2+
Emission
Wavelength M-0 Distance (A) % Angular Stokes Shift
Compound (nm) M = Ba or Sr Deviation (cm-1) *
BaB8013 a 400 2.879 ± 0.041 7.0 7200
BaNaB9015 b 407 2.878 ± 0.067 11.5 5550
BaLiB9015c 400 2.971 ± 0.087 14.9 4940
BaBe2(B03)2 d 392 2.856 ± 0.063 8.5 (1700)
SrAl2B207` 415 2.552 ± 0.000 9.3 (7600)
SrB407f 367 2.710 ± 0.159 11.1 5900
SrLiB9015g 390 2.764 ± 0.059 8.8 3940
a) ref 21, 26 b) ref 22 c) ref 23 d) ref 24 e) ref 25 0 ref 8, 27 g) ref. 23
* Here and in subsequent tables, numbers in parentheses are room temperature values.
Table 2.4
Borates with Maximum Eu2+ Emission > 500 nm
Emission
Wavelength M-0 Distance (A)% Angular Stokes Shift
Compound (nm) M = Ba or Sr Deviation (cm')
Ba2Mg(B03)2 a 617 2.812 ± 0.123 10.2 14000
Ba2Li135010 b 612 2.836 ± 0.139 9.9 11000
BaLiB03c 510 2.833 ± 0.204 7.4 5400
Ba2Ca(B03)2 d 530 2.841 ± 0.078 6.6 4300
Sr2Al2B208 529 2.675 ± 0.133 11.7 8000
Sr3(B03)2f 585 2.601 ± 0.159 7.0 6000
Sr2Mg(B03)2 g 605 2.657 ± 0.053 6.3 5600
a) ref 2 and this work b) ref 1, 7c) ref. 22, 30 d) ref 12 and this work e) ref. 25
0 ref 9, 31g) ref 13 and this work44
position of the Eu2+ ion in the dopant site, particularly in Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2 where the
largest Stokes shift is observed. In addition, EPR studies of Eu2+ in some sulfide hosts have
indicated that no such rearrangement of the ground state is occurring in those materials (38).
From the tables, it is evident that no strong correlations can be made between the site
asymmetry and the emission wavelength, or the Stokes shift. Consider first the asymmetry
of the dopant site. While many of the long-wavelength emitters have greater site asymmetry,
SrE1407, with Eu' emission at 367 nm, also contains a relatively high site asymmetry of
2.710 ± 0.159 A. In addition, Sr2Mg(B03)2 has a low site asymmetry (2.657 ± 0.053 A) but
gives Eu' emission at 605 nm. A wide range of Stokes shifts are reported in the tables, but
the Stokes shift does not always increase with the site asymmetry. BaLiBO3, for example,
exhibits the largest asymmetry at the Ba site, 2.833 ± 0.204 A, but also has a relatively small
Eu' Stokes shift (5400 cm-1). If we consider the size of the dopant sites in these materials,
we see some correlation, in that the long-wavelength emitters in general have smaller sites.
In addition, smaller site sizes appear to produce larger Stokes shifts. Note, however, that
BaBe2(B03)2 has a relatively small dopant site, 2.856 A, but still shows the smallest Eu"
Stokes shift of all the Ba containing borates, at 1700 cm-1. In addition, Ba2LiB5O10 and
BaLiBO3 have very similar site sizes (within 0.003 A), but very different Stokes shifts.
We have, however, identified a simple structural feature that differentiates the blue and
UV emitters from the borates that exhibit long wavelength emission for Eu". For each of
the long-wavelength emitters of Table 2.4, one or more 0 atoms bound at the dopant site are
coordinated by at least three Ba or Sr atoms. In each case where UV or blue emission of45
Eu2+ is observed, no 0 atoms in the hostare bound by more than two Ba or Sr atoms.
Indeed, most of the 0 atoms in these hosts are coordinated by onlyone alkaline earth atom.
In addition, note that the Stokes shifts of the materials containing 0 atoms bound by three
or more Ba (Sr) atoms (long-wavelength emitters) correlate with the data in the column
labeled "% angular deviation". The % angular deviations reported in the tablesrepresent the
average deviations of the all of the 0 centered polyhedra from ideal geometries. That is, if
an 0 atom bound to the dopant site is 4 coordinate, than there are six polyhedral angles that
are compared to 109.5°. The calculation for the general case can be written as:
%angular deviation = ,(I Ai- AmI /AI) ÷ N (1)
where Ai is the ideal polyhedral angle, AM is the measured angle, and N is the total number
of angles in the polyhedron. The deviations are divided by the ideal value of the angleto
account for the fact that a given deviation is of a larger relative magnitude fora smaller ideal
angle.In Table 2.4, the magnitude of the Stokes shift is seen to increase with these
distortions about the 0 atoms.It was pointed out, for example, that the 0 atoms in
Ba2Mg(B03)2 are in a more distorted trigonal bipyramid than the 0atoms in Ba2Ca(B03)2
(axial angles of 156° and 170°, respectively, see Figure 2.13). The result isa Stokes shift
of 14000 cm' in Ba2Mg(B03)2, and a Stokes shift of only 4300 cm' in Ba2Ca(B03)2.
Note also from the tables that very large Stokes shifts, i.e. > 7600 cm',are only observed
in the Ba and Sr rich borates. This aspect of the data is consistent with the characterization
of host material as being either stiff or soft. A stucture containinga high concentration of
large, lightly charged atoms (i.e. Ba) is generally regardedas soft, while one that is richer46
in small, highly charged cations (i.e. B) is considered stiff. Thus a host containing more Ba
or Sr is expected to allow for more movement of the 0 atoms in the excited state, and
therefore larger Stokes shifts. A structure containing more B atoms should be stiffer, and
in general should not allow much rearrangement of the 0 atoms. In the borates, it appears
that the softer hosts are those that contain 0 atoms bound by three or more Ba (Sr) atoms.
The results so far can therefore be summarized in the following statement: materials with 0
atoms that are bound by three or more Ba or Sr will exhibit long wavelength emission for
Eu', and the magnitude of the Stokes shift in these materials will increase as distortion
around the 0 atoms increases. The large Stokes shift is the major factor that contributes to
the long wavelength emission of Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, where the Stokes shift is 14000 cni',
and the emission wavelength is 617 rim. Note that in the B rich lattices no apparent
correlation exists between the Stokes shift and the anglular deviation in these hosts.
We have been prompted to consider the geometries about the 0 atoms in these structures,
in part, by the work of Burdett and McLarnan (32) on the molecular orbital interpretation
of Pauling's rules for ionic crystals (33). In that work, the authors demonstrated that the
classical electrostatic models used to account for the arrangement of atoms in a crystal
structure could also be viewed in the context of molecular orbital theory. The authors
examined the stability of a series of Be oxides, including some hypothetical structures, in
which the various structures differed in the geometry of the OBe4 polyhedra. The emphasis
can be placed on the 0 atoms, the authors argued, because most of the valence electron
density in a structure is expected to reside on the anions. The results of their calculations are
summarized in Table 2.5. In the table, each hypothetical "molecule" is numbered 1 through
4, where 1 is a perfectly tetrahedral OBe4 group, and the distortion about the 0 atoms47
Table 2.5
Energies and Overlap Populations in OBe4 Molecular Units*
"Molecule" E (eV) Be-0 Overlap
1 0.00 0.0935
2 0.0255 0.0905
3 0.0654 0.0863
4 0.1221 0.0803
P 0.0201 0.0911
* from reference 23
increases in the order 1 < 2 < 3 < 4. The molecule labeled p represents the environment of
an 0 atom in the p-Be0 structure. The energies reported are relative to the perfectly
tetrahedral case. In addition, the magnitude of the Be-0 overlap in each molecule is given.
Several interesting and relevant results arose from Burdett's work. First, note thatas the
geometry about the 0 atoms becomes more distorted, the energy of the system increases
(becomes less stable). In addition, the amount of overlap between Be and 0 atoms decreases
with increased distortion. The data on (3-Be0 is included as a means of testing the model
on a real system. Indeed, the geometry of the 0 polyhedra in 13-Be0 is more regular than
in any of the 0 geometries found in the hyothetical molecules 2-4, but is notan ideal
tetrahedron. The relevant conclusions that can be drawn from this analysisare:1) cation
coordination polyhedra adopt geometries that maximize cation- 0 overlap, 2) the overall
energy of a crystal decreases as the 0 coordination polyhedra become more regular and 3)
cation - 0 overlap increases as the 0 coordination polyhedra becommore regular. From the
data in Table 2.4, we can say that the "less stable" (more distorted) 0 atoms in Eu2+ doped
borates undergo the greatest rearrangement in the excited state.48
Note, however, that while large Stokes shifts can lead to long wavelength Eu2+ emission,
the emission wavelength is also determined by the energetic position of the 5d band. Some
of the long-wavelength emitters, like Sr2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, exhibit small Stokes shifts, but still
emit at long wavelengths due to a low lying excitation band. Several models have already
been proposed to explain low lying Eu2+ excitation bands observed in other materials. In a
report on Eu2+ luminescence in BaA1204 and SrA1204, the authors proposed that long
wavelength emission of Eu2+ will be observed when the host structure allows for the
preferential orientation of a Eu 5d orbital (11). BaAl2O4 contains two sites, and exhibits Eu2+
emission at 510 and 540 nm, with Stokes shifts of 5000 and 6000 cm', respectively.
SrA1204:Eu2+ exhibits emission at 445 and 520 nm, with Stokes shifts of 3000 and 4000 cm',
respectively. According to this model, the energy of a 5d orbital oriented toward and area
occupy channels
within an [A1204]-2 framework. One of the d orbitals of the Eu2+ dopant on a Ba site is
assumed to orient along the channel axis, and thus into an area of lower electrostatic
potential resulting from cationic neighboors in that direction. This d orbital is stabilized,
leading to a lower exciation energy and a larger Stokes shift. The authors also proposed that
such an effect may be operating in Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, because of the highly unusual dopant
site geometry. We feel, however, that this model may not adequately describe the results
presented here. The model predicts, for example, that a preferred orientation should lower
the excitation energy of in Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+, whereas the observed excitation energy is
fairly high (30300 cm').In addition, the dopant site geometry is more symmetric in
Ba2Ca(B03)2than in Ba2Mg(B03)2, yet the excitation energy for Eu2+ is lower in the former
compound by some 7000 cm'. Finally, there are many borate hosts, like BaB8013, that49
contain channel structures but still show short wavelength emission for Eu2+ (21, 26). We
also point out that such a model should work best when the metal d orbitals are nonbonding
with respect to the ligands, since it is a purely electrostatic description.
Another model that is put forward to explain the red-shift of Eu2+ excitation bands is the
covalency, or nephelauxetic, effect. This model stems from the observation that interelectron
repulsion is lower when an ion is placed in a solid, relative to the same ion in the gas phase.
In the solid, the Eu 5d orbitals become more diffuse as a result of their interaction with
surrounding anions. An electron placed in the 5d shell from the 8S7level therefore feels less
repulsion with the other electrons in the f shell. Even though the ligand centered MO's are
expected to be anit-bonding, the electron-electron repulsion energy is of a magnitude
comparable to the anti-bonding interaction (29). As a result, the covalency effect lowers the
barycenter of the 5d levels. We also note that in this context, the term covalency refers to
the bonding interaction between the Eu dopant and the ligands, rather than to the ionic or
covalent character of the undoped host. The nephelauxetic effect has been discussed in detail
by Jorgensen (35, 36). It has been used to explain the low lying excitation bands of Eu2+ in
SrO (34), as well as in some sulfides, where the covalency effect is expected to be stronger
(18). In what follows, we will examine those structural features that are expected to produce
a strong nephelauxetic effect in a given host material.
In Table 2.6, angular deviations and excitation energies for borates doped with Eu2+ are
listed. Again the long wavelength emitters are distinguished from the blue and UV emitters.
A few correlations are readily recognized from the table.First, excitation energies are
generally lower for those hosts containing 0 atoms highly coordinated by Baor Sr atoms,
usually lower than about 30000 cni'. Those hosts containing 0 atoms minimally coordinated50
Table 2.6
Spectroscopic Data for Eu2+ in Borates
Borates with Emission > 500 nm
CompoundExcitation Energy*
(cm-1)
% Angular Deviation Emission 1
(nm)
Ba2Mg(B03)2 30300 10.2 617
Ba2LiB5O10 27400 9.9 612
BaLiBO3 (25000) 7.4 510
Ba2C003)2 23300 6.6 530
Sr2Al2B2O8 (26500) 11.7 529
Sr3(B03)2 23300 7.0 585
Sr2Mg(B03)2 22200 6.3 605
Borates with UV or Blue Emission for Eu2+
BaBe2(303)2 (27200) 8.5 392
BaLiB9O15 29900 14.9 400
BaNaB9O15 30100 11.5 407
BaB8O13 32200 7.0 400
SrLiB9O15 29600 8.8 390
SrB4O7 33100 11.1 367
SrAl2B207 (31700) 9.3 415
* refers to the lowest energy excitation peak
by Ba or Sr exhibit excitation energies that are generally greater than 30000 cnil. Also, in
the long-wavelength emitters there exists a reasonable correlation between the % angular
deviation and the position of the lowest-energy excitation band. That is, itappears that more
regular 0 polyhedra lead to lower exciation energies in those materials containing 0atoms
bound by three or more Ba (Sr) atoms. Finally, note that the distortion about the 0atoms
does not correlate with Eu2+ excitation energies in the UV and blue emitting materials.51
We must now consider those factors that distinguish, structurally and electronically,
hosts that contain 0 atoms highly coordinated by Ba or Sr atoms. The expectation is that
such a material will be more covalent (with resepct to the dopant site). Thiscan be seen
either from the point of view that the material will be more polarizable,or from the related
idea that more Ba (Sr) atoms will lead to a greater electron densityon the 0 atoms, and
therefore to orbitals with a larger radius. In this case, the Eu- 0 overlap will increase,
creating a more pronounced nephelauxetic effect. It has been suggested, for example, that
lattice covalency effects on Pb2+ and Eu3+ spectra become stronger as the SrO/B203 ratio is
increased in Sr borates (9).This argument has also been used to explain the low lying
excitation band of Pe in Ca4La0(B03)3. One of the 0 atoms in that material is bound only
to the La atoms, creating a highly charged 0 atom that binds in a covalent manner to the Pb
center, and lowers the excitation energy (10).
From the data in Table 2.6, it appears that the effects of covalencyon the Eu2+ 5d
energies are more evident when a borate host contains 0 atoms surrounded by threeor more
Ba (Sr) atoms. Thus, in general we do not see excitation energies below about 30000 cm'
in the hosts where the 0 atoms are more coordinted by B atoms. For those materials that
are expected to produce a stronger nephelauxetic effect, the magnitude of the effect also
depends to some extent on the geometry of the 0 polyhedra. Regular 0 polyhedra give
better overlap with the Eu2+ 5d orbitals, and lower theenergy of the 5d band.
For those materials that do not contain 0 atoms highly coordinated by Baor Sr, we
attribute the high Eu2+ excitation energies to the fact that the Eu-O interactionare less
covalent, more like a phosphate or fluoride, and therefore exhibita weaker nephelauxetic
effect. The excitation energies in these materials do not correlate with the distortions of the52
0 polyhedra because the covalency effects are being dominated by the coordinationof the
0 atoms by highly electronegative atoms.In these materials it is also evident that the
magnitude of the Stokes shift does not correlate well with the distortions ofthe 0-centered
polyhedra. As expected, the nature of the other small cations in these materials willhave
significant effects on the excitation energies and the Stokes shifts. Note for example the
increasing Stokes shift in the series BaBe2(B03)2 < BaLiB9015 < BaNaB9015, wherethe
increasing size of the small cation appears to increase the magnitude of the Stokesshift.
We have classified the borate hosts on the basis of the cooridnation of 0atoms by Ba or
Sr atoms. In one respect, this correlationcan be extended to other materials, in that as a
general rule oxides or sulfides that containmore Ba or Sr can be expected to exhibit longer
wavelength emission for Eu2+. Table 2.7 contains data froma report on Eu2+ in silicates (5),
and also data from more recent work doneon Eu2+ in a series of Ba and Sr thiogallates (18).
As more Ba or Sr is added to these materials, the emission wavelength is redshifted. This
Table 2.7
Eu2+ Emission in Selected Silicates and Sulfides
Silicates * Sulfides **
Compound Emission 1 (nm) Compound Emission 1 (nm)
Sr2MgSi207 470 SrGa2S4 538
Sr2SiO4 560 Sr2Ga2S5 553
Sr3SiO5 545 SrS 618
BaMgSiO4 440 BaGa4S7 482
Ba2Si3O8 485 BaGa2S4 507
Ba2SiO4 505 Ba3Ga2S6 538
Ba3SiO5 590 Ba4Ga2S, 654
* from reference 5 ** from reference 1853
is the result of a stronger nephelauxetic effect(particularly in the sulfides), combined with
larger Stokes shifts.More detailed study is required to learn how far the corrletions
established here for borates can be extendedto other hosts.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that Eu2+ luminescence properties in boratescan be correlated to the
environment of the 0 atoms in these hosts. Materialscan be divided into two types: those
that exhibit long wavelength (> 500 nm) emission, and thosethat exhibit short wavelength
emission. The long-wavelength emitters contain 0atoms coordinated by three or more Ba
or Sr atoms, while only short wavelength emission is observed in materials wherethe 0
atoms are coordinated by only one or two Ba (Sr) atoms. Long wavelengthemission will
result either from a low lying excitation bandor from a large Stokes shift. Structures with
more ideal 0 polyhedra will produce a stronger nephelauxetic effect and consequentlylower
excitation energies, while structures withmore distorted 0 polyhedra will exhibit higher
excitation energies and larger Stokes shifts. In those hosts thatcontain 0 atoms more highly
coordinated by B atoms, the excitation energies will in general behigh, and short wavelength
emission will be observed. In thiscase, the magnitude of the Stokes shift is expected to
depend more strongly on the nature of the other cations in thestructure.
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ABSTRACT
The luminescence properties of BaLiB9015:Eu2+, BaNaB9015:Eu2+, and SrLiB9015:Eu2+
have been investigated. Under photoexcitation at 4.2 K, these materials exhibit line emission
from the 6P7-* 8S72 transition within the 4f configuration. In BaLiB9015:Eu2+, the line
emission is present even at room temperature. By using the ratio of the integrated intensities
of the line and band emissions, the difference in energy, AE, between the 4e5d1 and 6P712
levels has been calculated. In BaLiB9015:Eu2+, AE = 0.08 eV, while in SrLiB9015:Eu2+, AE
= 0.01 eV. The results of this calculation are in excellent agreement with the value of AE
= 0.077 eV for BaLiB9015:Eu2+ determined from lifetime measurements. In BaNaB9015:Eu2+,
the 4f65d1 and 6P712 levels lie very close in energy, so that only very weak line emission is
observed at 4.2 K in that material.58
INTRODUCTION
In oxide hosts, photoexcitation of Eu2+ typically produces broad-band emission arising
from the 4e5d1 - 4f transition. Line emission from Eu2+ can be observed if the 4e5d1
configuration is higher in energy than the 6P72 excited state of the 4f configuration. This
kind of emission is usually only observed in weak crystal field materials like fluorides. Line
emission has been observed, for example, in the fluoride hosts SrAIF5 and BaAJF5 (1,2),as
well as in SrFC1 and BaFCI (3). More recently, researchers have also observed emission
from the 6172 level of Eu2+ in KMgF3, a host in which the Eu 4f65d1 configuration is atan
unusually high energy (4). The stronger crystal fields in oxides make line emission of Eu2+
rare, but it has been observed in SrBe2Si2O7 and BaBe2Si2O7 (5).
In borates, the Eu2+ emission wavelength is strongly host dependent, and has been
observed visible spectrum (6-9). We have recently completed an in depth
survey of Eu2+ emission properties in these hosts (6,11).One important correlation
established in that work is that borates containing 0 atoms coordinated by onlyone or two
Ba or Sr atoms exhibit higher excitation energies. Thus, it may be possible to observe line
emission from a borate if the 0 atoms in the structure are highly coordinated by B atoms to
create very high lying 5d levels. Thus far, line emission of Eu2+ has only been reported in the
borate host SrB4O7, and in that case it is observed only below 77 K (7). Described hereare
the luminescence properties of the polyborates BaLiB9015:Eu2+, BaNaB9015:Eu2+, and
SrLiB9015:Eu2+. Room temperature line emission of Eu2+ ina borate host is reported for the
first time.59
EXPERIMENTAL
Powder samples of Ba1.9sEu0.02NaB9015, Ba1.98Eu0.02LiB9015, and Sr1.98Eu0.02LiB9015were
prepared from stoichiometric quantities of BaCO3 (Cerac, 99.999%), SrCO3 (Aesar,
99.999%), Li2CO3 (Johnson Matthey 99.998%), Na2CO3 (Aesar, 99.99%), Eu203 (Aesar
99.999%), and B203 (Aesar 99.98%). The mixtures were ground under hexane and then
heated in a Pt crucible in a 4% H2/ 96% Ar atmosphere at 1273 K for 18 hours. Spectra and
lifetime data were acquired as described in Chapter 2.
RESULTS
The borates involved in this study are all isotypic, crystallizing in the trigonal space group
Ric. The structure consists of a condensed B307 framework with channels extending along
the c axis. These channels are occupied alternately by Ba (Sr) and Li (Na) atoms. Each
material contains one unique Ba or Sr atom in a site of C3 symmetry (12, 13). In BaNaB9O15
and SrLiB9O15, the alkaline earth coordination is nine, while in BaLiB9O15, the Ba site is
twelve-coordinate.Emission spectra at various temperatures for BaLiB9015:Eu2+,
SrLiB9015:Ee, and BaNaB9015:Eu2+ are given in Figures 3.1- 3.3, respectively. At 4.2 K,
the emission spectrum of BaLiB9015:Eu2+ has four lines appearing at 359, 363 (shoulder),
372, and 379 nm, resulting from the 'Pm8572 transitions of the 4f configuration. A very
weak band from the 4f5d1- 4f transition is also apparent at around 400 nm. The presence
of four ff emission peaks is consistent with the expected crystal field splitting of a J = 7/2
level in a site with C3 symmetry. Using the C'3 double group, one calculates that a 2s+v2L72
term splits into three E',4 levels and one B'312 level. Hewes and Hoffman have argued that
the splitting of the ground 8S712 state of Eu2+ will be negligible relative to the splitting of the60
upper 6P712 level (20). They observed a splitting on the order of 100 cm' in several materials
of the type MF2 A1F3. The splitting here is larger, - 400 cm', as expected for an oxide host
with a stronger field.Thus, the emission peaks between 359 and 379 are assigned to
transitions from the four 61372 crystal field levels to the 8S712 ground state. When this material
is heated, the ff lines become less intense relative to the 4f5d1 - 4f broad-band emission,
but even at 294 K, line emission is still observed. In addition, the 4f65d' - 4f emission band
shifts to 379 nm. This is the first time that line emission of Eu2+ has been observed at room
temperature in a borate host.
SrLiB9015:Eu2+ also exhibits line emission up to about 140 K (Figure 3.2). The 4.2 K
emission spectrum is similar to that of BaLiB9015:Eu2+. This is expected since the two
materials have similar structures (12). Emission peaks appear at 361, 366 (shoulder), 374,
and 380 nm, as well as a weak band from the 4f65d' -' 4f transition at about 390 nm. At 294
K, line emission is quenched, and the broad band df transition appears at 384 nm. In
BaNaB9015:Eu2+, line emission is very weak even at 4.2 K, appearing only as a small peak
at around 360 nm (Figure 3.3). The 4f5d' - 4f transition in this material occurs at 407 nm.
Excitation spectra at 4.2 K for each of these compounds are given in Figures 3.4 - 3.6.
The noise at shorter wavelengths in these spectra is the result of weak lamp intensity at
wavelengths shorter than about 260 nm (38400 cm'). In BaLiB9015:Eu2+, the excitation
spectrum for the line emission is a broad band beginning at 41700 cm' (the highest energy
that can be detected on our instrumentation), and ending at around 29400 cm"'. Several
narrow peaks are superimposed on this band. The excitation spectrum for the weak emission
band at 400 nm is very similar, suggesting that the 4f65d' level is probably feeding the 613712
state. The excitation spectra for SrLiB9015:Eu2+ and BaNaB9015:Eu2+ are similar to that ofEnergy (cm-1)
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Figure 3.1. Emission spectra of BaLiB9015:Eu2+ at 4.2 K, 180 K and 294 K ()Lex = 285
nm).Energy (cm-1)
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Figure 3.2. Emission spectra of SrLiB9015:Eu2+ at 4.2 K, 140 K and 294 K ()Lex = 285 nm).63
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Figure 3.3. Emission spectra of BaNaB9015:Eu2+ at 4.2 K and 294 K (A,285 nm).64
BaLiB9015:Eu2+. They appear as a broad band, with many narrow peaks superimposedon
the band. The spectroscopic data for these materials are summarized in Table 3.1. From the
lowest energy peak in the excitation spectra, calculated Stokes shifts for the 4f 5d' transition
at 4.2 K are 3940 cm' in SrLiB9015:Eu2+, 4940 cm' in BaLiB9015:Eu2+, and 5550 cm' in
BaNaB9015:Eu2+.
Note that in BaNaB9015:Eu2+ the observed excitation spectrum is for emission from the
4e5d1 level (at 407 nm). The fact that this spectrum is much like those observed for line
emission again suggests that the 5d level feeds the 613712 level upon excitation at 285 nm
(35100 cm-1). The energies of the excitation peaks of these materials are given in Table 3.1.
Ellens et al. observed similar excitation spectra for the 'Pm8S72 emission in KMgF3:Eu2+
at 4.2 K. In that case, they attributed the broad band to the transition to the 4f65d' level, and
the sharp peaks to transitions
The features in the excitation spectra could also come from 5d- 4f coupling of the excited
state.In some hosts, like Ca2PO4C1, coupling of the 5d level with the 4f core is strong
enough that the 4e5d1 excited state looks much like the 4f6 core of Eu3+ (14). In such cases,
it is possible to correlate the observed spacing of the excitation peaks with theenergy
spacing expected for the 7FJ levels of the 4e configuration. By using the theoretically
calculated spacings of the 7F3 levels of a free Eu3+ ion given by Chang and Gruber (15), and
taking the lowest energy excitation peak in each spectrum to be the 4f to 4f6(7F0) transition,
the predicted spacings of the excitation peaks can be calculated for these materials.
However, the match between the calculated values and the observed values is notvery good.
For each material, expected peaks are missing, and, more importantly additional peaksare
observed that are not predicted from the calculation. These results are not qualitatively65
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Figure 3.4. Excitation spectrum of BaLiB9015:Eu2+ at 4.2 K (Xen, = 359 nm).66
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Figure 3.5. Excitation spectrum of SrLiB9015:Eu2+ at 4.2 K (A= 361).iiiiIIIIIIII
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Figure 3.6. Excitation spectrum of BaNaB9015:Eu2+ at 4.2 K (A= 407).68
Table 3.1
Spectroscopic Data at 4.2 K for Eu2+ in the MM'B9015 Borates
BaLiB9O15 Sr LiB9015 BaNaB9O15
Emission
(nm)
Excitation
(cm-1)
Emission
(nm)
Excitation
(cm-')
Emission
(nm)
Excitation
(cm-')
359 29900 361 29600 360 30100
363 30900 366 30300 407 31100
372 31900 374 31300 33345
379 32800 380 32500 34700
400 33900 390 33400 36400
35000 34500 37300
36000 35100 38500
37600 36000 40000
41667 36800 - 41667
37600
38900
40000
40800
different if the observed4f6spacings of Y203:Eu3+(15) are used instead. As a result, we do
not believe that the features in the excitation spectra of these materials are caused by
coupling of the 5d level with the 4P core.
The spacing of these peaks varies from about 900 to 2000 cm
1,where the largest
spacings generally appear in the middle of each series. These energies are too high to be
associated with any Eu - 0 vibrational modes (16). While B - 0 vibrations normally have
energies around 7001300 cm-1(17), a coupling of the Eu emission with these vibrations is69
more difficult to imagine. In addition, no single value of the energy spacing consistently
appears in the data, so that the assignment of these peaks to specific vibrational modes
cannot be made conclusively. Therefore, the observed features in the excitation spectra of
these materials are assigned to excitation into various crystal field levels of the 6P312 and6P512
states, as well as into higher crystal field levels of the 'I configuration. This assignment is
consistent with the assignments made for excitation spectra of SrAlF5:Eu2+ by Hewes and
Hoffman (20).
DISCUSSION
Line emission of Eu2+ is only observed when the Stokes shift is small and the 5d levels lie
higher in energy than the 613712 states of the 4f configuration. Several researchers have shown
that the energy difference AE between the 5d and 4f levels can be determined by using the
ratio, R, of the integrated intensities of the line and band emissions (3,5). Assuming thermal
equilibrium, the expression for R can be written as:
R = (gfrf/gdrd) exp(AE/kT)
(1)
where k is Boltzmann's constant, gf and gd are the degeneracies of the of the f and d levels,
and rf and rd are the radiative probabilities.This equation describes the Boltzmann
distribution between the two states, with the addition that a higher radiative probability will
lead to a greater integrated intensity. From the expression for R, itcan be seen that a plot
of ln(R) versus 1/T should give a straight line witha slope of AE/k.3
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Figure 3.7.Plots of Ln(R) versus 1/T for BaLiB9015:Ee (full line, dark circles) and
SrLiB9015:Eu2+ (dashed line, open circles), where R is the ratio of the integrated intensities
of the line and band emissions.71
Integrated intensities and values of the ratio R were calculated for BaLiB9015:Eu2+ at
temperatures between 4.2 K and 294 K, while values of R forSrLiB9015:Eu2+ were
calculated between 4.2 K and 140 K. The log plots are shown in Figure 3.7, yielding
reasonably good fits in each case. From these data, AE = 0.081 ± 0.004 eV (645 cm') in
BaLiB9015:Eu2+, and AE = 0.013 ± 0.003 eV (80 cm') in SrLiB9015:Eu2+. The AE values
agree well with values calculated forSrFC1Br1.:Eu2+ and BaFC1BrI..:Eu2+, which exhibit
values of AE ranging from 0.025 to 0.06 eV (3). Verstegen and Sommerdijk have also
shown that AE = 0.15 eV in SrBe2Si2O7, and AE = 0.09 eV in BaBe2Si2O7 (5). From a
consideration of the emission spectra, we expect the 5d level of BaLiB9015:Eu2+ to lie at a
higher energy than SrLiB9015:Eu2+, since the emission occurs at a shorter wavelength in this
host. In addition, we have previously demonstrated that the energy of the Eu2+ 5d level in
borates tends to decrease when going from a Ba dopant site to a Sr site (6). From the
emission spectrum of BaNaB9015:Eu2it appears that the 5d level in this material is only
slightly higher in energy than (or perhaps equal to) the energy of the 613712 level.
An additional method is also available for determining the energy separation of the 5d and
4f levels in these systems. Boulon et al. (18) have shown that the temperature dependence
of the observed emission lifetime for a three level system is given by:
,AE,
1 +ex13- ) ti-
1 1 -AE ()+()exP(kT )
T
1 T2
(2)
where T is the observed emission decay time, T1 is the lifetime of the lower energy transition
(f -- f transition), T2 is the lifetime of the higher energy state (d - f transition), and AE is the72
energy difference between the two. This equation has been used, for example, to obtain
lifetime and energy data in some Pb2+ doped materials, where emission is observed from both
the 3P1 and 3P0 levels of the 6s16p1 configuration (19).
As a check on the validity of the results obtained by using equation (1), the emission
decay time of BaLiB9015:Eu2+ was measured at various temperatures between 4.2 K and 294
K. These data are presented in Figure 3.8, along with the best fit of the data to equation (2).
The fit was obtained by using reasonable starting values for AE, :1 and T2, and then
simultaneously refining each of these parameters. From the fit, one obtains AE = 0.077 eV
(622 cm-1), ti = 4.82 ms, and i2 4.40 p.s. The value of AE calculated using this method is
in excellent agreement with the value of 0.08 eV (645 cm-1) from equation (1). The lifetime
values are also in reasonable agreement with expectations for a d - f (4.40 gs) and an f - f
(4.82 ms) transition in Eu, although they are slightly longer than average values.In
Y203:Eu3for example, the emission lifetime of the f - f transition of Eu3+ is 1 ms, while
Eu2+ emission typically has a lifetime of about 1 gs (7).
Finally, we can use equation (1) to obtain rfird, the ratio of the radiative transition
probabilities of the two excited states. The intercepts of the straight lines fits of Figure 3.7
should be equal to In (gfri/gdrd). Since it can be assumed that gf z gd (10), then the intercept
becomes In (rird). The values of the intercepts calculated from the linear regression of the
data in Figure 3.7 yields rf/rd = 1.1 x 10' for BaLiB9015:Ee, and rird = 3.9 x 10' for
SrLiB9015:Eu2+. Also note that from Figure 3.8 T2/T1 = 9.1 x 104, in good agreement with
the expectation that rfird . "Cd_frf_.f.
In a survey of Eu2+ luminescence in borates, we demonstrated that borates containing 0
atoms highly coordinated by Ba or Sr will in general exhibit lower excitation energies than0.006
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Figure 3.8. Emission decay time as a function of temperature for BaLiB9015:Eu' (solid
circles). The dashed curve is the best fit to equation (2).74
those materials with 0 atoms more highly coordinated with B atoms (11). This observation
is primarily the result of the fact that 0 atoms in B-rich environments produce only a weak
interaction with the dopant ion. None of the 0 atoms in the materials studied here are
coordinated by more than two Ba or Sr, and several 0 atoms are coordinated only to B. The
result is that the Eu2+ 5d level lies above the 6P712 level in each case. The fact that the 5d
energy is higher in BaLiB9015:Eu2+ than in BaNaB9015:Eu2+ may result from the fact that the
2s - 2p overlap between Li and 0 should be greater than the 3s - 2p overlap between Na and
0. Thus, in the Li containing compound, more electron density is pulled away from the
dopant site.In addition, the larger dopant site in BaLiB9O15 (average Ba - 0 distance of
2.971 A, compared to 2.878 A in BaNaB9O15) may weaken the crystal field in that material.
CONCLUSIONS
The borates MM'B9015:Eu2+ exhibit line emission under photoexcitation. This line
emission, which results from the 'Pm - 8S7,2 transition of the 4f configuration, is observed
in BaLiB9015:Eu2+ even at room temperature. Information on the energy separation of the
5d and 4f levels of the excited state has been obtained by using both the integrated emission
intensities and the emission lifetimes as a function of temperature. Both methods yield the
same value for AE in BaLiB9015:Eu2+. The high energetic position of the 5d levels in these
hosts is attributed to a weak nephelauxetic effect.
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ABSTRACT
The structure of the orthoborate Sr3(B03)2 has been solved by single crystal X-ray
diffraction methods.It crystallizes in the trigonal space group Ric (No. 167) with six
formula units in a cell of dimensions a = 9.038(2) and c = 12.556(2) A. The structure was
solved from 201 observed reflections to the final residues R = 0.072 and R, = 0.083. The
structure consists of stacks of B03 groups along the c axis, with eight-coordinate Sr atoms
in the channels.78
INTRODUCTION
The crystal structure of the orthoborate Sr3(B03)2 has previously been proposed from
analysis of powder data (1) to be isostructural to Ca3(B03)2, which crystallizes in the trigonal
space group Ric (4). No single crystal data for this material, however, have been reported
to verify this proposal. We have recently undertaken a detailed investigation of structure-
property relationships of Et2+ luminescence in borates (2, 3) with Sr3(B03)2 being included
in the study. Because the model developed in that work involvesa consideration of the 0-
centered polyhedral angles in the borate hosts, a more precise determination of the structure
of Sr3(B03)2 was desired. To this end, the structure of this material was refined with single-
crystal diffraction data. The unit cell determined from this analysis is somewhat larger than
that calculated from powder data, while the atomic positionsare only slightly different.
EXPERIMENTAL
A powder sample of Sr3(B03)2 was prepared by grinding stoichiometric quantities of
SrCO3 (Aesar, 99.99%) and B203 (Aesar, 99.98%) under hexane, and then heating the
mixture in a Pt crucible for 18 hours at 1173 K. The resulting powderwas melted at 1673
K, slowly cooled at 5 K/h to 1273 K, and then rapidly cooled toroom temperature at 50
K/h. A colorless, transparent, plate-like single crystal having dimensions 0.15x 0.30 x 0.50
mm was selected from this batch.
The crystal was mounted on a glass fiber withepoxy for structure determination.
Measurements were made on a Rigaku AFC6R diffractometer by using Mo Ka radiation.
Cell constants and the orientation matrix for data collectionwere obtained from a least-
squares refinement of 20 automatically-centered reflections in the range 12 s 20 s 35°. The79
cell constants correspond to a trigonal cell (hexagonal setting), and Laue symmetry 3m1 was
determined on the diffractometer. Intensity data were collected over the range of indices 0
h s 13, -13 s k s 13, -18 _s 1 s 18 by using the co scan technique to a maximum 20 of 60°.
From 1826 measured reflections, a total of 201 unique data were observed (F02 > 3o(F02)).
The intensities of three representative reflections measured after every 200 data points varied
by an average of 3% during the collection.
The structure was solved by using the TEXSAN software package (5). The compound
was found to form in the centrosymmetric space group R3c. The position of the Sr atom
was determined by using the direct methods program SHELXS, while the remaining atoms
were located from difference electron density maps (6). After a full-matrix least-squares
refinement with isotropic displacement coefficients on each atom, an absorption correction
(transmission factors = 0.76 - 1.51) was applied with DIFABS (7). The data were averaged,
and the model was refined with anisotropic thermal displacement coefficients on each atom.
Final least squares refinement resulted in the residuals R = 0.072 and Rw = 0.083. The
largest peak in the final difference electron density map corresponds to 2.24% of the Sr
atom.Atomic positional parameters are given in Table 4.1.A complete list of
crystallographic data is provided in Table 4.3, and structure factors are given in Table 4.4.
The unit cell determined here is slightly larger than that determined from powder data (a =
8.999(6), c = 12.48(1) A from ref. (1)).80
Table 4.1
Atomic Positional Parameters for Sr3(B03)2
site
symmetry
x y z B(eq)
Sr C2 0.6538(2) 0 1/4 1.0(1)
0 Cs 0.662(2) 0.174(2) 0.445(1) 2.7(5)
B C3 0 0 0.119(3) 1.9(8)
U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23
Sr 0.016(1)0.008(1)0.011(1)0.004 0.001(2)0.001
0 0.021(6)0.022(7)0.07(1)0.018(6)0.007(7)0.005(7)
B 0.03(1) 0.03 0.01(2) 0.01 0 0
RESULTS
A labeled drawing of the unit cell of Sr3(B03)2 is provided in Figure 4.1. A discerning
feature of this structure is the presence of isolated columns of B03 groups along the c axis.
A view of the crystal structure along the c axis is given in Figure 4.2. This perspective
reveals chains of Sr atoms between the B03 columns, but the Sr-centered polyhedra are
highly connected into a three-dimensional framework. Figure 4.2 also highlights the trigonal
symmetry of this material.
The environment about the Sr atom is a distorted 8-coordinate polyhedron, as shown in
Figure 4.3. Four polyhedral faces are shared with neighboring Sr-0 polyhedra, and corners
are shared with four other Sr-0 polyhedra. The Sr-0 distances vary from 2.44 to 2.89 A,
with an average distance of 2.62 ± 0.16 A. These distances are in good agreement with Sr-0
distances in other borate compounds (9, 10), as well as with the distances determined from
powder data (1).Selected interatomic distances and angles are listed in Table 4.2.81
Figure 4.1. Sketch of the unit cell of Sr3(B03)2, viewed orthogonal to thec axis. Here and
in Figure 4.2, the large open circles = 0; large filled circles= Sr; and small filled circles =
B.82
Figure 4.2. View of Sr3(B03)2 along the hexagonal c axis.83
Table 4.2
Selected Intramolecular Distances (A) and Angles ( °) for Sr3(B03)2
Sr - 0 (x2)
Sr - 0 (x2)
Sr - 0 (x2)
Sr - 0 (x2)
B - 0 (x3)
2.89(1)
2.58(1)
2.44(1)
2.59(1)
1.42(1)
0 -Sr - 0
0 -Sr - 0
0 -Sr - 0
0 -Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
0Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
0 - Sr - 0
O - Sr - 0
O - Sr - 0
0 - B - 0
151.3(5)
56.7(5)
69.8(5)
133.4(5)
86.3(4)
65.1(4)
69.6(5)
96.1(4)
110.7(5)
83.1(4)
140.3(2)
90.9(7)
178.8(5)
68.3(6)
124.49(8)
118.3(2)
119.5(4)84
Figure 4.3. Coordination environment about the Sr atom in Sr3(B03)2. Central atom = Sr;
open circles = 0.85
In their solution of the structure of Ca3(B03)2, Vegas et al noted a nonplanarity of the
B03 groups in that material (4). Given the estimated deviations in the atomic positions
reported here, any calculated nonplanarity of the B03 groups in Sr3(B03)2 is not statistically
significant.
The 0 atoms in this material are in a distorted trigonal bipyramid of four Sr atoms and
one B atom. We have recently correlated the Sr rich environment around the 0 atoms in the
structure of Sr3(B03)2 to the long wavelength emission observed for Eu2+ (585 nm) doped
into this host (3, 4). In addition, the angles about the 0 atom deviate from the angles of an
ideal trigonal bipyramid by an average of 6.8%, a structural feature that we have correlated
to the relatively large Stokes shift (6000 cm') of the Eu2+ luminescence.
CONCLUSIONS
The structure of the orthoborate Sr3(B03)2 has been refined by using single-crystal X-ray
methods. There are no notable differences between the structure of this material and the
structure of the isotypic compound Ca3(B03)2. The structure is composed of columns of
B03 groups and chains of Sr atoms along the c axis.It also contains 0 atoms highly
coordinated by Sr atoms in a distorted trigonal bipyramid.
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Table 4.3
Complete Crystallographic Data for Sr3(B03)2
Chemical Formula Sr3B206
Formula Weight 380.48 u
Crystal Color, Habit colorless, plate
Crystal Dimensions 0.15 x 0.30 x 0.50 mm
Crystal System Trigonal
a 9.038(2) A
c 12.556(2) A
V 888.2 A3
Space Group Ric (h) (No. 167)
F(000) 1032
1.1 (Mo-Ka) 260.9 cm'
Radiation Mo-Ka (? = 0.71069 A)
graphite monochromated
Temperature 298 K
Scan Type ci)-213
Scan Rate 16.0°/min in Co
sin (3.11 0.7035
Transmission Factors 0.76 - 1.51
Rint 0.251
Pcalc 4.268 g/cm3
Total Number of Measure Data 1826
Number of Observations (F0230(F02)) 201
p factor 0.03
R, R., 0.072, 0.083
Goodness of Fit 2.71
A/cy 0.0087
Table 4.4
101F10 vs 10IFI, for Sr3(B03)2
k 1 Fo F,sig F k 1 Fo F,sig F
h = 0 h = 2
-8 2858976 41 -10 9 1097121947
-5 811711083 40 5 925 94945
-4 4609 575 24 -7 32387236746
-3 638503832 61 -7 92005198046
-1 416021827 30 -7 12 1114997 51
0-1223642548 45 -6 11 695 625 36
0 -654385294 83 -5 4 846 846 33
1 8423446 37 -4 03042288549
3 1224102430 47 -4 348744856 75
4 2546564 29 -4 92613264246
4 8467380 32 -2 -2 384418 28
5-14 623 614 43 -1 15 1943183546
5 10 553 526 40 0 8 599 57227
7 -411111147 50 2-15 1416159045
9 -614111652 60 2 -62036202637
3 -10 519 49032
h = 1 4 -5 874 81244
-11 0663 744 48
-10 -4544455 43 h = 3
-10 -112211062 47 -10 -2 529 51945
-10 5820 783 49 -10 1 454 56360
-9 1 491 362 49 -9 02218213247
-8 915141566 54 -9 12 1306136949
-8 121006 875 49 -8 2 10151069 51
-7 2587674 35 -7 -5 518 53235
-7 11 701 657 42 -7 4 633 57532
-5 1211281212 45 -6 -3 300 163 5
-5 1514351518 42 -5 -1 689 9332888
Table 4.4 (Continued)
k 1 F0 Fcsig F k 1 F0 F,sig F
h = 1(cont.) h = 3(cont.)
-4 2625 510 24 -4 1 1075132027
-4 5387 386 30 -3-122613247249
-3 -11 481 493 40 -3 04669455772
-2 -929712987 50 -3 63800375060
-2 019111826 32 -2 5 651 75326
-2 622531991 39 1 -13 37234448
-1-10 503 434 29 3 627952936 52
-1 2494 576 19 4 -1 431 28562
1 -1216771514 38
1 -340774115 63 h = 6
3 -8487449 29 -12 0 1850173054
4 -615861601 36 -11 2 79669442
4 -327922812 49 -10 4 45947565
6 10743 586 50 -9 -3 52824639
8 -7458 300 67 -8 -4 34829955
9 -8568 523 78 -8 2 55248937
-7 1 937 93139
h = 4 -7 13 417514 51
-11 0857 864 40 -6-12 1602172250
-11 3 9411196 41 -6 -63333295256
-9 110071061 38 -6 04440411570
-6 1 711 694 29 -6 629972971 51
-6 4387 427 38 -4 -2 362298 31
-5 -924282336 46 -3-122143201444
-5 328922863 48 -3 033633337 54
-2-1212191271 38 -2-13 441 49144
-1 -7747 919 34 -2 -7 54461934
0 10414 412 53 -1 -8 37243449
1-1211701224 41 -1 1 717 7032889
Table 4.4 (Continued)
k 1 Fo F,sig F k 1 F0 F,sig F
h = 4(cont.) h = 6(cont.)
1 -616261599 38 0-12 1529172242
3 10468 420 73 3 -3 479 20169
4-12 855 923 38 5 4 756 52777
4 -613591322 52
4 917901694 59 h = 7
6 1936 625 56 -12 1 847 76344
8 -1689 382 89 -11 -6 805 83136
-10 -7 457 436 41
h = 5 -7-10 511 58639
-12 5942 776 53 -7 2 694 66729
-11 -8700 711 33 -6 -5 774 90934
-10 914221382 58 -6 4 1014114736
-9 5709 614 41 -5 -6 1188119337
-7 010821083 39 -4 11 343 41955
-6 -7382 519 45 -3 -8 438 51845
-5 -2850 919 33 -3 -2 697 66029
-4 151526153044 -2-12 979 96348
-3 -7664 701 33 -2 -92092190544
-3 8412 523 31 -2 -6 1207112145
-2 -2754 763 29 -2 -32393231944
-1 -925232388 44 -1 -7 721 74937
-1 017061745 33 2 -4 508 471 69
0 -4544 38440 4 -3 1022112554
1 -11423 487 50
1 -5 638 707 39 h = 10
4 7945 913 49 -11 -3 713 96345
5 0884 874 54 -11 3 730 99649
-9 -2 538 57243
-8 -3 177017824390
Table 4.4 (Continued)
h = 8(cont.) h = 10(cont.)
-11 41030975 47 -8 0 852 92736
-10 -6629 762 37 -8 3 1867180444
-8 -88961027 41 -8 6 705 77840
-7 -6988 956 44 -6 -8 446 43749
-7 -320031932 42 -6 -5 578 66836
-7 0677 828 35 -6 -2 423 50148
-7 6935 998 48 -5 -6 782 77540
-4 016721628 37 -5 -3 1459152542
-4 326512618 47 -4 -7 697 58750
-3-10617 701 39 -3 -8 565 466 55
-3 -41057 987 41 -2 -9 1220123460
-3 8 764 872 37 -1 -7 1079 91752
-2 -8 565 586 42
-2 -5370342 61 h = 11
-1-121179 885 54 -9 -4 470 43156
-1 -916051575 46 -8 -2 1057 98747
-1 -317341928 45 -7 6 918 81244
0-10690 758 46
0 -4902 787 47 h = 12
1 -5 585 530 62 -5 -4 609 552 63
h = 9
-12 010871222 46
-9 018121748 43 h = 9
-9 616431533 47 -2 -7 818 71439
-6 -620401899 43 -2 -1 971 87848
-3-1214561408 53 -2 2 367 453 61
-3 -619051961 47 -2 11 796 7154791
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
The luminescence properties of Eu2+ in borates can be correlated to the coordination
environments of the 0 atoms in these hosts. Materials can be divided into two types: those
that exhibit long wavelength (> 500 nm) emission, and those that exhibit short wavelength
emission. The long-wavelength emitters contain 0 atoms coordinated by three or more Ba
or Sr atoms, while short wavelength emission is observed in materials where the 0 atoms are
coordinated by only one or two Ba (Sr) atoms. Long wavelength emission results either
from a low lying excitation band or from a large Stokes shift. Structures with more ideal 0
polyhedra produce a stronger nephelauxetic effect and consequently lower excitation
energies (Ba2Ca(B03)2:Eu2÷ and
O polyhedra exhibithigher excitation energies and largerStokesshifts(asin
Ba2Mg(B03)2:Eu2+). In those hosts that contain 0 atoms more highly coordinated by B
atoms, the excitation energies are in general be high, and short wavelength emission is
observed.For example, the borates MM'B9015:Eu2+ exhibit line emission under
photoexcitation, resulting from the 613712 -. gS712 transition of the 41' configuration. In these
hosts, the nephelauxetic effect is weak enough that the 4f65d1 level lies above the 'Pm level.
In general, we can expect short wavelength emission of Eu2+ doped into weak field hosts
(phosphates, sulfates, and fluorides) and long wavelength emission of Eu2+ doped into strong
field hosts. In addition, it appears that in silicates, aluminates, and borates, the emission
wavelength can be tuned to some extent depending on the nature of the other cations in the
host. Borates exhibit the widest range of tunability for Eu2+ than any other host material.93
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APPENDICES98
Appendix 1
Other Luminescent Materials
Pe Luminescence in the Borates X2Z(B03)2= Ba, Sr; Z = Mg, Ca)
Pb2+ typically luminesces in the UV or violet (1, 2), but luminescence in the blue has also
been observed (3, 4). In some cases, at higher Pb concentrations, a second emission band
is observed at longer wavelength. This anomalous emission is usually associated with the
formation of Pb2+- Pb2+ pairs, or clusters, that form within the host structure. This clustering
can decrease the energy of the 3P1, 3P0'S0 transitions of s2 ions (5).Pb2+ exhibits
clustering in many borate hosts, but the onset of cluster formation varies widely from host
to host.Described here is the luminescence of Pb2+ in the hosts Ba2Mg(B03)2,
Ba2Ca(B03)2, and Sr2Mg(B03)2. These materials are structurally very similar (ref. 6, and
Chapter 2). In Chapter 2, the unusual luminescence of Eu2+ in Ba2Mg(B03)2, Ba2Ca(B03)2,
and Sr2Mg(B03)2 was described. The coordination environments of the 0 atoms in these
hosts were correlated to the long wavelength emission of Eu2+. As divalent Eu and Pb
sometimes exhibit similar luminescence properties in the same host (4), we were prompted
to investigate the luminescence of Pb2+ in these borate materials.
Powder samples of Ba2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+, Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+, and Sr2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+were
prepared from stoichiometric quantities of BaCO3 (Cerac, 99.9%), CaCO3 (Aesar,
99.999%), MgO (Aldrich, 99.95%), SrCO3 (Aesar, 99.99%), B203 (Aesar, 99.98%), and
PbO (Aesar, 99.99%). The mixtures were ground under hexane and then heated inan
alumina crucible at 1123 K for 18 hours. For the Ba containing materials, the BaCO3was
first decomposed separately in an alumina crucible at 1073 K overnight. If this step is left99
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Figure Al.!.Excitation Q= 390 nm) and emission (Xe.,. = 300 nm) spectra of
Ba2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+ at 4.2 K.240 290 340 390
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Figure A1.2.Excitation (Aem = 370 nm) and emission (A= 285 nm) spectra of
Sr2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+ at 4.2 K.101
out, the resulting materials have a gray body color, and the x-ray patterns show thepresence
of other phases. Emission and excitation spectra were acquiredas described in Chapter 2.
Ba2Ca(B03)2 and Sr2Mg(B03)2 are isotypic (monoclinic, C2/m) (7, 8), while
Ba2Mg(B03)2 is trigonal, It3m (9). These are layered boratestructures with double layers
of Ba or Sr atoms between the B03 sheets. Each material containsa single Ba or Sr site
coordinated by nine 0 atoms. The Mg or Ca atoms in these hostsoccupy distorted
octahedral sites. Excitation and emission spectra at 4.2 K for Ba1.96Pb0.04Mg(B03)2and
Sr1.96Pb0.04Mg(B03)2 are given in Figures A1.1 and A1.2, respectively. The emissionspectra
consist of a single band, peaking at 367 nm in Sr2Mg(B03)2:Pb" andat 375 nm in
Ba2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+. The excitation spectrum of Sr2Mg(B03)2:Pb" exhibitstwo peaks, at
260 and 271 nm, while excitation of Ba2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+occurs in one broad band centered
at 295 nm. Considerable intensity is in the excitation spectra at 240 nm, but
data at wavelengths shorter than this cannot be collectedon our system.
The emission spectra observed for Ba2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+ and Sr2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+are typical
for Pb', and are assigned to the 3P0'S0 transition of this s2 ion. The positions of the
emission bands in these hosts are similar to what has been observed forisolated Pb' centers
in Ca2B2O5 and Ca3(B03)2 (3),as well in the haloborates Sr13509X (X = Cl, Br) (1). The
excitation spectra of these materials are also typical, arising from the 1S03P01 transitions.
Because the energy difference between the 3P0 and 3P, levels is typicallynot greater than
about 600 cm' (1,3), the two peaks observed in the excitationspectrum of
Sr2Mg(B03)2:Pe is caused by crystal field splitting of the 3P,state. The magnitude of the
splitting is about 1500 cm'. The Stokes shift of emission in Sr2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+is 9650 cm"',
while it is 7230 cm' in Ba2Mg(B03)2:Pb2+.102
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Figure A1.3. Emission spectra of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+ at 4.2, 120, and 300 K (A= 285
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Figure A1.4. Excitation spectra of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+ at 4.2 and 300 K.104
The luminescent properties of BaL96Pbo.04Ca(B03)2 are quite different from the other two
materials. Emission spectra at 4.2, 120, and 300 K are provided in Figure A1.3. The
emission spectrum at 4.2 K is characterized by three peaks: narrow peaks at 345 and 400
nm, and a broad peak in the blue centered at 470 nm. While the emission at 345 nm blue-
shifts only slightly at 300 K (- 2 nm), the broad emission band shifts considerably to shorter
wavelengths, obscuring the narrow peak at 400 nm. The blue-shift of the emission bands
with increasing temperatures is expected as thermal population of the higher lying 3P1
excited state occurs. At 300 K, emission peaks are present at 343 and 437 nm. It can be
seen from these spectra that the narrow emission at 345 nm thermally quenches much faster
than the 470 nm emission. The high relative intensity of the 437 nm emission at 300 K
makes the material appear blue under UV excitation, with color coordinates of x = 0.155,
blue
CRT phosphor (ZnS:Ag, x = 0.146, y = 0.061, see Chapter 1) because of the broad nature
of the emission.
The broad emission at 450 nm is assigned to a Pb2+-Pb2+ pair emission. A similar
emission has been observed for Pb2+-Pb2+ pairs in Ca3(B03)2 (3).Such an emission is
expected to occur at longer wavelengths than emission from an isolated center. In addition,
the magnitude of this peak relative to the emission at 345 nm is seen to increase as the Pb2+
concentration is increased from 1% to 10%, consistent with the idea that more pairs are
formed at higher concentrations.
The peak at 345 nm is assigned to Pb2+ emission from an isolated Ba site, while the
narrow peak at 400 nm is assigned to Pb2+ emission from a Ca site. In part, this assignment
is based on the fact that Pb2+ is expected to favor the larger Ba site over the Ca site, and the105
345 nm emission is three times as intense as the 400 nm emission at 4.2 K. We also expect
the isolated Pb2+ emission from the Ba site in Ba2Ca(BO ) 2to be similar to the Pb2+
emissions from Sr2Mg(B03)2 and Ba2Mg(B03)2, which occur at 367 and 375 nm
respectively.
Excitation spectra for Ba1.96Pb0.04Ca(B03)2 at 4.2 and 300 K are presented in Figure
A1.4. At 4.2 K, the 470 nm emission has excitation peaks at 255, 270, and 285 nm.
Excitation of the emission at 345 nm gives four peaks, at 252, 265, 283, and 307 nm.
Excitation spectra of the peak at 400 nm were not obtained because of the large spectral
overlap of this peak with the broad peak at 470 nm. At 300 K, the excitation spectrum of
the blue emission band has broadened, with a peak evident at 280 nm, and a shoulder at 262
nm. Excitation of the narrow emission at 345 changes considerably at 300 K. The two low
energy peaks are red-shifted to 292 and 310 nm, while a third peak is present somewhere
below 240 nm. At 4.2 K, the Stokes shift of the long-wavelength emission is about 13800
cm', while the Stokes shift of the 345 nm emission is 3590 cm-1.
The fact that peaks in the excitation spectra for the two emissions of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+
occur at almost the same wavelength suggests the possibility of energy transfer between the
isolated Pb2+ centers and the Pb clusters. Further evidence for this is seen in the thermal
quenching data for the emission bands (Figure A1.5). These curves were obtained for
excitation at 285 nm, and are normalized to the emission intensity at 4.2 K for each peak.
The intensity of the 345 nm emission begins to decline even at 20 K. This is somewhat
unusual for Pb2+ emission, which usually exhibits only weak thermal quenching below room
temperature. The intensity of the emission at 450 nm, on the other hand, increases by about
10% between 4.2 and 60 K. After 60 K, this emission also begins to lose intensity. These1.2
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Figure A1.5. Thermal quenching of the 345 nm (open circles) and 450 nm (filled squares)
emissions of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+. Intensities are normalized to the intensity of each emission
at 4.2 K. A,,. = 285 nm.107
data suggest the possibility that some kind of activated energy transferprocess is taking
place between the two emission centers. This may be thereason for the rapid thermal
quenching of the 345 nm emission. Such transfer processes have also been observed in
Pe-doped SrB5O9C1 and SrB5O9Br (1). In those hosts,as is seen here, the spectral overlap
between the different emissions is negligible. Thus the mechanism for sucha transfer is
unclear.
We therefore tentatively conclude that the long-wavelength emission observed in
Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+ is the result of emission from Pb2+-Pb2+ pairs. Emission from Pb2+isolated
on the Ba and Ca sites is also observed. The thermal quenching data suggest that energy
transfer is taking place from the isolated Pb2+ center to the Pb clusters. This is further
evidenced by the change in the excitation spectra of these emissions with temperature. The
spectral features of Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+ and Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+are more typical of Pb2+. The
presence of Pb clusters in Ba2Ca(B03)2:Pb2+ even at low concentrations (- 1%) may be
because of the fact that the Pb2+ can occupy both the Ba and Ca sites in this host. Further
study is required to determine more precisely the nature of the unusual Pb2+ emission
characteristics in this material.
Ce3+ and Eu2+ Luminescence in Ba2ZnS3
Recent interest in Eu2+ and Ce3+ doped materials for field emission displays has prompted
us to investigate new hosts for these luminescent ions. As doped sulfides have shown
particular promise for this application, the luminescence properties of Eu2+ and Ce3+ in
Ba2ZnS3 were examined.This material is orthorhombic, Pnam, and containstwo108
crystallographically unique Ba sites. Both sites contain Ba atoms coordinated by seven S
atoms.
Doped samples of Ba2ZnS3 were prepared by first grinding stoichiometric amounts of
Ba(CO3)2, ZnC204.2H20, and either Eu203 or Ce02 under hexane. The resulting powders
were placed in a graphite boat and heated at 750°C for four hours under H2S. For one hour
during the synthesis, the H2S was replaced by a 4% H2/96% Ar mixture.
Excitation and emission spectra of a 4 mol% doped sample of Ba2ZnS3:Eu2+ are
presented in Figure A1.6. The emission spectrum has an intense peak at 525 nm, and a
weaker band centered at around 650 nm. The excitation spectrum for the emission at 525
rim exhibits a broad band between 280 and 350 nm, with a sharp peak at about 340 nm. The
weak intensity of the emission band at 650 nm made it difficult to obtain good excitation
data, but it appears to have a spectrum similar to that of the 525 nm emission. The presence
of two peaks in the emission spectrum is consistent with the two dopant sites in this
material. Because the sites are very similar, it is somewhat surprising that the emission
peaks occur at such different wavelengths. It cannot be ruled out, however, that the 650
nm emission is from a second phase. Even thought the sample appears to be single phase,
as judged by the X-ray diffraction pattern, the low synthesis temperature could lead to some
other phases being present in small amounts. Ideally, this synthesis should be done with a
brief heating at around 900 - 1000°C and by using Eu2(C204)3 instead of Eu203. The
somewhat unusual shape of the excitation spectrum for this material suggests that excitation
is taking place beyond the absorption edge of Ba2ZnS3. This has also been observed for
Eu' in various Ba and Sr thiogallates (10). If excitation is taking place in the conduction
band of the host, we also cannot exclude the possibility that the emission at 650 nm is theI 1 f1111111
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Figure A1.6.Excitation (Aem = 525 nm) and emission (de. = 330 nm) spectra of
Ba2ZnS3:Eu2+ at 294 K.250 350 450 550
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Figure A1.7.Excitation (A,. = 550 nm) and emission (A, 340 nm) spectra of
Ba2ZnS3:Ce3+ at 294 K.111
result of some electron-hole recombination process, as has been observed for Eu2+ in BaF2
(11, 12).
Excitation and emission spectra of a 4 mol% doped sample of Ba2ZnS3:Ce are
presented in Figure A1.7. Two peaks appear in the emission spectrum, at 530 and 590 nm.
The energy splitting of the two emission bands, 1920 circl, is consistent with the assignment
of these peaks to transitions between the lowest crystal field level of the 5d1 configuration,
to the 2F7 and 2F5r2 levels of the ground 4f configuration. The excitation spectrum has two
distinct peaks at 360 and 430 nm, as well as a broad band below 340 nm. The low energetic
position of the 5d level results from the strong nephelauxetic effect in this sulfide host. The
spectra reported here are similar to those obtained for Ce+ in the hosts MGa2S4 (M = Ba,
Sr, Ca) (13).
Finally, we report here on the discovery of a new compound with proposed
stoichiometry BaMgZnS3. This material was prepared from stoichiometric amounts of
Ba(CO3)2, ZnC204.2H20, and MgO, under the same conditions that were used to prepare
Ba2ZnS3. The X-ray powder pattern for this material (Figure A1.8) does not match any of
the known oxides or sulfides containing these elements. It is also quite distinct from the X-
ray pattern of Ba2ZnS3.The peaks marked with an "x" in the pattern may be MgO
reflections, so the real stoichiometry of this material may contain less Mg than expected.
The spectra obtained from a 4 mol% Eu2+ doped sample of this host are given in Figure
A1.9. The emission occurs at 500 nm, while the excitation spectrum has three peaks, at
280, 355, and 380 nm. The emission has a blue-green appearance under UV illumination.
It may be possible to shift the emission band to the blue or the green by making appropriate
chemical substitutions.112
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Figure A1.8. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of the phase with proposed stoichiometry
BaMgZnS3. Peaks marked with an "x" may be from MgO reflections.250 350 450 550
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Figure A1.9.Excitation (Xen, =550 nm) and emission (X,. = 340 nm) spectra of
BaMgZnS3:Eu2+ at 294 K.114
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Appendix 2
A Program for Calculating the Chromaticity Values of Phosphors
In the Introduction to this dissertation, the assignment of numerical values to the color
of a phosphor's emission was discussed. The actual calculation of a chromaticity value, or
color coordinate, involves the convolution of the response function of the human eye (the
so-called tristimulus functions) and the spectral output of a phosphor. This convolution is
represented by the equations:
X = 5 S(X)i(X)dX
Y = 5 SQ.RX)dA
Z = 5 SOL)i(A)dX
where S(X) is the spectral output of the phosphor, and i, y, and i are the tristimulus
functions. In the calculation of chromaticities used in this program, the integral is replaced
by a sum, which is stepped according to the step size used in the collection of a given
emission spectrum. The tristimulus functions used here are functions that were determined
on the basis of a best fit of four gaussian profiles to each of the tristimulus curves. This was
done because the experimental tristimulus functions are collected from human observers
they have no rigorous functional form, rather they are simply a listing of wavelengths and
numerical values. The final color coordinates are given by:
x=X/(X+Y+Z)
y = Y/(X + Y + Z).
The complete QuickBASIC code for this program follows.116
CHROMAT.BAS
********************************************************
'* This program reads in emission data and determines
'* x,y values according to the 1917 CIE chromaticity chart
1*
'* Anthony Diaz, Oregon State University 10/26/95
********************************************************
DIM dat(4000) AS SINGLE
DIM lamda(4000) AS SINGLE
DIM xbar(4000) AS SINGLE
DIM ybar(4000) AS SINGLE
DIM zbar(4000) AS SINGLE
***Function fgauss is a sum of four gaussians. Each of the curves
***for the tristimulus values has its own best-fit parameters, given
* * *below. The xbar curve has two peaks
***and has been broken up into two curves.
DECLARE FUNCTION fgauss (lam, a0, al, a2, b0, bl, b2, cO, cl, c2, dO, dl, d2)
CONST a0x1 = .15204, alxl = 433.794, a2x1 = 10.3223
CONST bOxl =.25967, blxl =456.453, b2x1 = 16.136
CONST cOxl =.0687954, clxl=435.772, c2x1 =19.333
CONST dOxl =.0117376, dlxl=426.608, d2x1 =4.07569
CONST a0x2 = .231616, alx2 = 620.804, a2x2 = 31.1563
CONST bOx2 = .855845, blx2 = 598.409, b2x2 = 26.7173
CONST c0x2 = .0908658, clx2 = 537.518, c2x2 = 12.1124
CONST dOx2 = .239249, dlx2 = 561.455, d2x2 = 18.1004
CONST aOy = .142999, aly =523.774, a2y =14.4076
CONST boy = .569344, bly =545.276, b2y =27.4494
CONST coy = .108549, cly =496.172, c2y =30.998
CONST dOy = .613639, dly =584.164, d2y =35.094
CONST a0z = .929273, alz =433.087, a2z =10.8489
CONST b0z = 1.15096, blz =456.428, b2z =15.2905
CONST c0z = .520259, clz =465.919, c2z =28.2951
CONST d0z = .026736, dlz =404.247, d2z =7.1073
ON ERROR GOTO errormaster
dr$ = "a:"
ext$ = ".prn"117
10CLS : LOCATE 1, 1
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
COLOR 15, 0
PRINT "Keszler Power Group: Spectra Correction Program"
PRINT
PRINT
COLOR 7, 0
PRINT "Current drive = "; dr$; "current extention = "; ext$
PRINT
COLOR 15, 0: PRINT "C";
COLOR 7, 0: PRINT " = Do Chromaticity Measurement"
PRINT
COLOR 15, 0: PRINT "E";
COLOR 7, 0: PRINT " = Exit Program"
PRINT
COLOR 15, 0: PRINT "D";
COLOR 7, 0: PRINT " = Change Default Drive"
PRINT
COLOR 15, 0: PRINT "P";
COLOR 7, 0: PRINT " = Change Default Extention"
PRINT
COLOR 15, 0: PRINT "R";
" = Disk Directory"
PRINT
INPUT "Enter your preference: ", p$
IF UCASE$(p$) = "C" THEN GOSUB CHCALC
IF UCASE$(p$) = "E" THEN GOSUB DOS
IF UCASE$(p$) = "D" THEN
CLS
INPUT "Enter the new drive path..."; dr$
GOTO 10
END IF
IF UCASE$(p$) = "P" THEN
CLS
INPUT "Enter the new file extention..."; ext$
ext$ = "." + ext$
GOTO 10
END IF
IF UCASE$(p$) = "R" THEN GOSUB directory
GOTO 10
DOS: SYSTEM 'Return to operating system118
'**Subroutine CHCALC for calculating chromaticities
CHCALC: ERASE xbar: ERASE ybar: ERASE zbar
ERASE lamda: ERASE dat
bigx = 0: bigy = 0: bigz = 0
CLS : LOCATE 10, 1
INPUT "Enter the emission filename:", n$
df$ = dr$ + n$ + ext$
GOSUB READIT'** read in emission data
***This loop calculates tristimulus function values
***at each wavelength in the emission spectrum.
FOR i = 1 TO (points- 1)
IF lamda(i) <= 5040 THEN xbar = fgauss(lamda(i), a0x1, alxl, a2x1, bOxl, blxl,
b2x1, cOxl, clxl, c2x1, dOxl, dlxl, d2x1)
IF lamda(i) > 5040 THEN xbar = fgauss(lamda(i), a0x2, alx2, a2x2, bOx2, blx2,
b2x2, cOx2, clx2, c2x2, dOx2, dlx2, d2x2)
ybar = fgauss(lamda(i), a0y, aly, a2y, bOy, bly, b2y, cOy, cly, c2y, d0y, dly, d2y)
zbar = fgauss(lamda(i), a0z, alz, a2z, b0z,, blz, b2z, cOz, clz, c2z, d0z, dlz, d2z)
***X, Y, and Z are calculated, with a baseline subtraction applied.
* * * Significant error results if the baseline correction is left out.
bigx = bigx + (xbar * (dat(i)- dmin))
bigy = bigy + (ybar * (dat(i)- dmin))
bigz = bigz + (zbar * (dat(i)- dmin))
NEXT i
PRINT "X = "; bigx
PRINT "Y = "; bigy
PRINT "Z = "; bigz
x = bigx / (bigx + bigy + bigz)
y = bigy / (bigx + bigy + bigz)
PRINT "The chromaticity coordinates for "; n$; " are:"
PRINT
PRINT "x = "; x
PRINT "y = II., Y
PRINT
INPUT "hit return to continue"; z$
RETURN119
'** This subroutine reads emission files from the disk
READIT: dmin = 10000
ERASE dat: ERASE lamda
DIM junk AS STRING * 5
OPEN df$ FOR INPUT AS #2
INPUT #2, m$
INPUT #2, fmw, junk
INPUT #2, iw, junk
INPUT #2, fw, junk
INPUT #2, emstep, junk
INPUT #2, EmSlit, junk
INPUT #2, EmGrating$, junk
INPUT #2, ExStep, junk
INPUT #2, ExSlit, junk
INPUT #2, tau, junk
INPUT #2, chopper%, junk
INPUT #2, sensitivity, junk
INPUT #2, detector$, junk
INPUT #2, PMTbias, junk
INPUT #2, Temp%, junk
INPUT #2, junk, j$
points = VAL(LTRIM$(junk))
FOR i = 1 TO points
INPUT #2, lamda(i), dat(i)'** dat(i) = PMT current
IF dmin > dat(i) THEN dmin = dat(i)
NEXT i
CLOSE #2
RETURN
'** All of this stuff is the extraneous
'information about the spectrum that
'is stored with the data at the time
'of acquisition
'** points = # data points
errormaster:
SELECT CASE ERR
CASE 53: CLS
PRINT "File not found..."
INPUT "hit return..."; z$
CASE 61: CLS
INPUT "Not enough disk space... hit return to continue"; z$
CASE 68: CLS
PRINT "Improper path name, change in main menu..."
INPUT "hit return...."; z$
CASE 71: CLS
PRINT "Put a disk in drive "; dr$; "!!!"
INPUT "hit return..."; z$120
CASE ELSE: PRINT "Don't know what the trouble is..."
INPUT "hit return"; z$
END SELECT
RESUME 10
directory: CLS
PRINT "Directory of "; dr$
FILES dr$
INPUT "Hit return to go back to main menu..."; z$
RETURN
FUNCTION fgauss (lam, a0, al, a2, b0, bl, b2, cO, cl, c2, dO, dl, d2)
'Each tristimulus curve is generated as the sum of four gaussians
gl = a0 * EXP(-.5 * ((((lam / 10) - al) / a2) A 2))
g2 = b0 * EXP(-.5 * ((((lam / 10) - bl) / b2) A 2))
g3 = c0 * EXP(-.5 * ((((lam / 10) - cl) / c2) A 2))
g4 = dO * EXP(-.5 * ((((lam / 10) - dl) / d2) A 2))
fgauss = gl + g2 + g3 + g4
END FUNCTION121
Appendix 3
A Program for Calculating Theoretical Absorption and Emission Curves
C. W. Struck and W. H. Fonger have developed a method for generating theoretical
absorption and emission curves on the basis of the single configurational coordinate model
(see Chapter 1, Figure 1.5).Transition probabilities between ground and excited state
vibrational levels are calculated from the Franck- Condon overlap between the levels. The
degree of overlap between any two vibrational levels depends on the parabola offset of the
excited state well, as well as the difference in the vibrational spacing of the ground and
excited states. The offset is given by the parameter au, in units of zero-point vibrational
amplitudes. Line emissions (weak coupling) have au = 0.3- 1, intermediate coupling cases
have au, = 1 - 4, and strong coupling cases (large Stokes shifts) have au, = 4- 12. The
difference in the vibrational spacing of the ground and excited states is given by the
parameter 0, where tan43 = kjku and tan20 = t16.\/ficou.Here, Is, is the vibrational force
constant in the excited state, ku is the force constant in the ground state, and tIc.o and ))6.) are
the corresponding vibrational energies. For equal force constants, 0= 45°. Typically, 0
does not vary by more than 45 ± 3°.
The program described here generates theoretical spectral curves by using two formulas.
The first is the Manneback recursion formula, which is used to calculate the Franck- Condon
overlap integrals. The only parameters in the recursion formula areau and 0. The second
is the Wp function of Struck and Fonger:
Wpu = E(1-rjrni(upIv.)2122
Here, the transitions are indexed by the number pn = n - m, where n and m are the vibrational
quantum numbers of the ground and excited states, respectively. Thus, the intensity for a
transition of a given energy (where the energy is pn vibrational units plus the zero phonon
energy) depends on the sum over the Franck - Condon overlaps for all transitions with that
energy. This program makes the simplification that T = 0 K. This means we can neglect the
thermal damping factor, rte.It also means that all emission transitions occur from the m = 0
state, while all absorption transitions occur from n = 0. The Wp function is then reduced to
a sum over (un I v0)2 for emission, and a sum over (u0I vn) 2 for absorption. The assumption
that T = 0 K means that the program should effectively model spectra acquired at 4.2 K, but
will not be so successful for room temperature data. The program also requires as input the
zero phonon energy, which is the energy midway between the emission and excitation peaks.
This gives the program an energy reference for generating the spectra. Chapter 2 of this
dissertation contains a sample spectrum generated by using this program. The complete
QuickBASIC code of this program follows. The details of this method can be found in the
following references:
C. W. Struck and W. H. Fonger, J. Lumin. 10, 1 (1975);
C. W. Struck and W. H. Fonger, Understanding Luminescence Spectra and Efficiency
Using Wp and Related Functions, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1990.123
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FC2.BAS
******************************************************
*
*Anthony Diaz, Keszler Group
*Struck-Fonger Method
*This program will calculate theoretical
*emission and excitation curves....
*For the sake of simplicity, it assumes T = 0 K
*
******************************************************
REDIM A(200)'** FC overlap for emission
REDIM B(200)'** FC overlap for excitation
REDIM em(202)'** Theoretical emission intensity
REDIM emen(202) '** Energy scale for emission
REDIM ex(202)'** Theoretical excitation intensity
REDIM exen(202) '** Energy scale for excitation
CLS
PRINT "Keszler Group: Struck-Fonger Calculations - Part II"
PRINT
PRINT "1) Generate theoretical excitation and emission curves"
PRINT
PRINT "4) Disk Directory"
PRINT
PRINT "5) Exit program"
PRINT
INPUT "Enter the number of your choice.... "; choice
IF choice = 1 THEN
CLS
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "First, we need parameters for Manneback recursion"
PRINT
INPUT "Enter the value of theta (in degrees) "; theta
theta = theta * 3.1415927# / 180'* *convert theta to radians
s = SIN(theta)
s2 = SIN(2 * theta)
c = COS(theta)
c2 = COS(2 * theta)
INPUT "Enter FC offset, auv = "; auv
INPUT "...and the vibrational spacing hw, of the ground state:", hw
PRINT
INPUT "Also enter zero phonon energy...(in cm-1)"; zp124
GOSUB overlp
GOSUB struck
GOSUB saveit
END IF
IF choice = 4 THEN
INPUT "Enter drive..."; drive$
CLS
FILES drive$
INPUT "hit return to goto menu"; z$
END IF
IF choice = 5 THEN SYSTEM
GOTO 10
'** Uses Manneback recursion formulas to generate F-C overlaps
overlp: A(0) = (s2 A .5) * EXP(-((auv A 2) * (s2 A 2)) / 8)
B(0)=A(0)
A(1)=1.4142136#* s2 * s * auv * A(0)
B(1)=-1.4142136#* s2 * c * B(0)
FOR n = 1 TO 199
A(n+1) = (c2 * (n A.5) * A(n - 1) + 1.4142# * s2 * s * auv * A(n)) / (n + 1) A .5
NEXT n
FOR m = 1 TO 199
B(m+1) = (-c2 * (m A .5) * B(m - 1) - 1.4142# * s2 * c * auv * B(m)) / (m + 1)A .5
NEXT m
RETURN
struck: 'calculate Wp for absorption and emission
max = -10
FOR n = 0 TO 200
em(n) = A(n) A 2
IF em(n) > max THEN max = em(n)
emen(n) = zp - ((n) * hw)
NEXT n
FOR x = 0 TO 200
em(x) = em(x) / max
NEXT x
max = -10
FOR m = 0 TO 200
ex(m) = B(m) A 2
IF ex(m) > max THEN max = ex(m)
exen(m) = zp + ((m) * (TAN(theta) A 2) * hw)
NEXT m
FOR x = 0 TO 200
ex(x) = ex(x) / max125
NEXT x
RETURN
saveit: INPUT "do you want to save the data"; z$
IF z$ = "y" OR z$ = "Y" THEN
INPUT "enter filename for emission curve"; df$
OPEN df$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
WRITE #1, "Theoretical emission curve"
WRITE #1, "Temperature ", t
WRITE #1, "hw = ", hw
WRITE #1, "FC offset ", auv
WRITE #1, "Energy", "Intensity"
FOR n = 0 TO 200
WRITE #1, emen(n), em(n)
NEXT n
CLOSE #1
INPUT "enter filename for excitation curve"; df$
OPEN df$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
WRITE #1, "Theoretical excitation curve"
WRITE #1, "Temperature ", t
WRITE #1, "hw = ", (TAN(theta) A 2) * hw
WRITE #1, "FC offset ", auv
WRITE #1, "Energy", "Intensity"
FOR m = 0 TO 200
WRITE #1, exen(m), ex(m)
NEXT m
CLOSE #1
END IF
RETURN126
Appendix 4
Instructions for Obtaining Lifetime Data Using the Molectron Nd:YAG Laser
Emission lifetime data for luminescent materials can be obtained by using the laser system
on the 3rd floor of Gilbert Addition. To do the measurement you will need to bring the
following items from the lab in room 47: PMT, PMT power supply, magnetic base mount
and clamp, emission lens assembly, appropriate filters, and the sample holder. Youmay also
wish to bring the low temperature equipment (liquid He tank, etc.).
1) Assemble the equipment on the laser table in the same wayas for a standard emission
measurement with the laser as the excitation source. Before powering up the laser, make
sure the appropriate crystals are in line. One crystal provides 266 nm, the other provides 355
nm, and they require slightly different set-ups. Someone from the Nib ler group can assist
with this.
2) Turn on the cooling water. Open the valve to about 38 psi, and check in the sinkto
make sure there is sufficient flow.
3) On the large power supply, turn on the oscillator (the switch marked OSC). You donot
need the amplifier for this measurement. Also flip the water switch to theup position. The
indicator light will not turn on.
4) At the laser, turn the POWER key to the on position. Push the START button. After
a moment, you should hear the flash lamps.Check the oscillator power at the laser.
Typically, powers around 40 nil are sufficient. If the laser will not turnon, check that all of
the interlocks are in place. Any problems beyond this probably require the assistance of the
Nibler group. Sometimes, the oscillator fuse blows, which iseasy to fix.127
5) Set the shutter to NORMAL mode, and open it. Now the laser should be producing
light. Usually, there are labels, or some other UV excitable paper, around to check the path
of the UV light. Block the green with the Keszler group filter SB1, or the Newport filter
UG. 11, or both. With UV laser light incident on the sample, you should be able to see
luminescence. Use appropriate blocking filters on the emission side before the PMT, but
make sure the filters don't luminesce (this has been a problem in the past).
6) Connect the PMT to CH 1 of the Tektronix TDS350 oscilloscope using a 50 )
terminator. Without the terminator, the oscilloscope will be too slow. Also make sure that
the Q-Switch Sync output from the laser is going to the EXT TRIG connection on the
oscilloscope.
7) At the computer, open the program TEK DOCUWAVE from Windows. Before
beginning data acquisition, you must do SELECT SCOPE. Choose the TDS350. If the
computer is having trouble communicating with the oscilloscope, it will not be able to select
it.If this happens, usually the corn port is wrong, or the baud rate is wrong. Check these
at the computer, and make sure the TDS350 is set to the same values. At the oscilloscope,
select UTILITY, then use System I/O on the horizontal menu to select I/O. This will allow
you to choose the appropriate com port. Use RS 232C on the horizontal menu to set the
baud rate. Once the computer is communicating with the oscilloscope, select CONFIGURE
in Tek Docuwave and select CH 1 under the table marked WAVE A. Now the computer
is ready to receive data.
8) Once the PMT is connected to the oscilloscope, you should be able tosee a trace on the
`scope monitor. Select ACQUIRE at the 'scope, and set the appropriate vertical (voltage)
and horizontal (time) scales. Be sure that the PMT is not saturating. Usuallyyou can see128
some of the laser pulse, as well as the decay of your sample.If the peak intensity is more
than about 500 mV, the curve will have a broad tail, and sometimes a second peak. Use the
emission slit to get the input intensity right.
9) Once you have a trace that you want to keep, select ACQUIRE at the computer. The
program takes a time base twice as long as what you see on the oscilloscope.To save the
data, select EXPORT WAVEFORM. This will save the file as an ASCII text file that be
read in by spreadsheet programs.
10) When you are through taking data, press STOP at the computer. Let the water run for
about five minutes before turning the POWER key off. Finally, turn off the cooling water
at the valve, and turn off the oscilloscope power at the supply.129
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